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Honor Code Draft |Homecoming Draws a Crowd
Now in Progress
so. For once on this campus,
student apathy is being swept
News Editor
under the carpet as enthusiastic members of the community
For the past two weeks a propel this motion.
group of students have been
Before the draft is distributed
diligently writing the initial tostudent mailboxes, the Honor
rough draft of Trinity's new Code Working Group will rehonor code. While still very view it. While this sounds like
much in the working stages, ev- a very official, bureaucratic
eryone hopes to have a draft dis- body, it is in reality an informal
tributed to the student body at gathering that meets every
large by November of this year. other week for lunch in Hamlin.
While conversations about Anyone interested in discussing
the honor code have been con- honor code issues or reviewing
tinuing for the past 18 months, the rough draft is welcome to
this fall determined students join the group, which meets at
have taken a hold of the project 12:30 PM on alternate Tuesdays.
and are stepping up the Their next meeting is Tuesday,
October 23. Regulars at lunch
timeline.
One of the primary goals of include Dean of Students Mary
this timeline is to have the new Thomas, Associate Professor of
honor code printed in the Stu- Legal Studies Adrienne Fulco,
dent Handbooks for the 2002- and other members of the Aca2003 academic year. This demic Affairs Committee. Sevprocess is just beginning, but eral students, including Steven
student support and input is Baxter '02 and Marli Reifman
'03 also find time to lunch on
steadily growing.
Today a group of students alternate Tuesdays.
Students have not been workhave finished the first working
alone in the past tew weeks.
is not on
lay ©cto'iber 19, a group of
who has been "appointed" by an students and faculty members
administrator or faculty mem- met with Trinity's Board of Felber nor are there any SGA mem- lows to facilitate small group
bers participating simply conversations about the honor
because they were elected to do
see DRAFT on page five
BY ABIGAIL THOMAS

RISHIPOPAT

The chapel looms over the field as the players pause mid-game on
Saturday. The weather was picture-perfect as alums and students
mingled during the Homecoming festivities.
BY JONATHAN
CHESNEY

News Writer

Homecoming
come and gone again and while
there was dissatisfaction with
some of the changes of the
weekend, most seemed to enjoy
it greatly. Alumni flocked to a

Trin Students Show Support
for the Chartwells Workers
rally coincide with a planned
meeting between Chartwells
News Writer
executives and Chartwells
workers' union, Local #217. StuIn response to the recent cut- dents, mostly members- of
back announcements on VOID and an expected small
Chartwells' part, Trinity's food group of more "progressive" facservice provider, students have ulty intend to protest the work
planned a rally and protest, hour cutbacks by standing bescheduled to take place Tuesday, hind the Chartwells workers.
October 23, at the Smith House.
Also in support of Chartwells
The date and location of the is the Student Government AsBY EAMONN BROWN

A few students and faculty marched in support
of Chartwells workers on Saturday afternoon.
An official rally is planned for Tuesday October
23 outside the Smith House.

sociation (SG A) who have taken
a stand behind the worker's
union. The issue was brought
up at Monday's SGA meeting by
Multicultural Affairs Chairman, Des Poitier '03 who explained the petition handed out
on Saturday in support of the
workers. The point was further
explained by Voices Organized
in Democracy (VOID) member
and SGA senator Kelly Fay.
"The issue begins with respect," Fay stated.
Fay's point was followed by a
motion by Dave Alexander '03
and modified by Fay that stated
that SGA will endorse the
Union and be in full support of
the rally on Tuesday.
In a recent campus-wide
email, Chartwells' Regional
Vice President, Greg Coady, provided little detail as to the exact amount of hours, benefits,
and jobs to be cut, only stating
"that it is within the bounds of
the
contract
between
Chartwells and Local #217 to
adjust scheduled hours to fit
[their] business needs."
Ben Davis '02, active VOID
member and rally organizer
claims, however, that the proposed cut backs include the loss
of 250 work hours per week, to
be distributed among 17 of the
see RALLY on page seven

beautiful Saturday of sporting
events and students eagerly
awaited the chance to see
graduated friends and meet
other a\ums.

or give traditional prayers.frpm
their faith. The. Chapel Singers
graced the service with music
"Alumni and faculty packed
the chapel," Stewar t said. "It was

ts to participate
number of events
in courtesy of the Office of
Alumni Relations and its director, Prescott Stewart. The main
feature of the day was obviously
the games. Part of the initiative
of moving up the date of Homecoming from the traditional
early November weekend to a
mid-October weekend was to
give spectators more games to
watch. The day kicked off with
women's and men's soccer
games at 11:00 AM as well as a
women's rugby game. This was
in addition to the traditional
football game, which commenced at 1:30 PM.
One of Stewart's favorite
events was the service of remembrance in the Chapel, in
honor of the alums and those
connected to Trinity alums who
lost their lives in the World
Trade Center attack. Students
and alums were encouraged to
convene in the chapel at 10:00,
and the service began with a
brief address by Acting President Ron Thomas. Following
traditional scripture readings,
different on-campus organizations were encouraged to speak

was also very strengthening
strengthi
and unifying. It was very powerful for me and for many of the
alums as well."
There was no official registration for alumni, so the exact attendance is impossible to
determine. Stewart, based on
guestimation and observing
previous years believes that attendance increased and that
there were well over one thousand alums on campus for the
day"We had a very positive response," Stewart remarked, "and
a lot of things contributed to
that. The weather had a little to
do with it; it was such a nice day
I think a lot of people decided
to come spur of the moment,
Moving up the date of the weekend was in our favor too, because a lot of alums enjoyed
supporting the other teams that
played that day. Also having all
the different constituencies that
weekend defiantly added to the
attendance; the Board of Trustees, the Long Walk society, and
others all met and enjoyed the
weekend. Most people seemed
see AL UMS on page six
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Trinity Welcomes its Family Home

To the Editor:
Thank you for your article on
the EROS chalkings in the issue of October 16. It was an informative and fair discussion of
the issue. Unfortunately, the
opinions expressed by one of
the students quoted angered me
enough that I felt I had to write.
The attitudes expressed by the
individual who claims that expressions promoting tolerance
of homosexuality is "antiChristian" sadden me both as
someone who accepts differing
sexual orientations and as
someone who is a devout Christian.
The popular stereotype of a
Christian is somewhere between the Church Lady on 5NL
(domineering, overbearing,
concerned- with rules, hellfire,
and damnation) and the characters on Touched By An Angel
(sappy, sentimental, and sim-

The popular stereotype of a Christian is
somewhere between the Church Lady on SNL
and the characters on Touched By An Angel.
plistic). This is not me at all,

For all the hype and complaints surrounding the change of date for Home- nor is it anybody 1 have ever
coming, Trinity's weekend to welcome home alums passed without a problem. gone to church with.
Despite what the media
Trinity proved that Homecoming is not just a catalogue of events, it is a state of
would
have you believe, not all
mind. The weekend provides the college with a way of convening Trinity's past,
U
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joined together in a sense of school spirit and camaraderie.
Many worried that the change of the traditional Homecoming date would
ruin all that Trinity students and alums have come to love. One of the campus'
major gripes was that the earlier time-slot made less space available for tailgating. However, judging by the activity outside of Hansen on Saturday, "tailgaters"
were not deterred by the lack of space. If anything, the smaller area facilitated
community interaction and provided a chance for alums and students to rub elbows in a closer atmosphere. The moaning about such changes proved to be
unfounded and the Trinity community enjoyed themselves as usual.
However, Homecoming is about morethan alcoholic excess. It is a time for
students and alums to embrace their love for this institution and to participate in
activities as an academic family. It was refreshing to see alums showing their
small children around campus and engaging in conversation with current students. The familiar Homecoming sights-baby strollers, family dogs, and alums
with their families-remind us that the Trinity community extends beyond our
Hartford campus.
Our larger Trinity family was apparent as many gathered in the chapel Saturday morning to mourn the loss of members of the community to the World
Trade Center terrorist attacks. It was gratifying to know that alumni and students
could reach out and mourn together. In a time of need, Trinity's extended family
was able to support each other.
It is this sense of community that makes Homecoming so worthwhile. We
must realize that when the Trinity community acts as a family it is capable of
great things. Several members of the Trinity family were responsible for
Homecoming's change in date. Through the efforts of alumni, several women's
sports were attended by Homecoming audiences for the first time in Trinity's
history.
In the end, Homecoming weekend is more than just a chance to break out
the booze, it is a celebration of community and the ways in which a community
functions to support its fellow members.
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The belief that God is against
homosexuality is based on a
single verse in the book of
Leviticus, a book of laws for a
society very different from
ours. The same chapter also
forbids sexual contact with
menstruating women (exile is
the punishment, for both the
man and the woman concerned), so why is there no public outcry against that
"abominable" practice?
The Bible prescribes death as
the punishment for children
who swear at their parents - if
we still did that today, 1 doubt
Trinity would have a single student survive freshman year (if
they made it here to begin
with)!
Christ clearly states that love
and understanding are crucial
to a deeper knowledge of
God. He never makes an issue
out of sexual practices - he

Christians belongto the, radical
' right 1 marly are liberal,' accepting, and tolerant of differences
in race, sexual orientation, and
(yes!) even religion.
1 have been a devout Episcopalian my entire life; and my
best friend is equally enthusiastic about her Jewish heritage.
Yet many of : our discussions
have been about theology, liturgy, and even mystical experiences with God.
Many people who talk to me
don't even know I'm a Christian. 1 don't invite you to my
seminars five minutes after
meeting you. I don't tell you
that Jesus will fix all your problems if you pray. I don't look
disapprovingly down my nose
at you when you talk about
drinking or sex. 1 have been
known to (gasp!) swear.

stops the crowd who is ready to
stone an adulteress by commanding that the one in the
crowd without sin can throw
the first stone. He blesses prostitutes. ,He eat;s witji outcasts.
He works off ffie SarJb'atri (another big no-no in Old Testament law). He clearly tells us
that the most important commandment is to love God and to
love our neighbor as oufself. 1
cannot believe in a God who
would command me to love my
neighbor as myself, and then
turn around and throw lightning bolts at those who happen
to have a different sexual orientation from mine. And I will
not believe in a God who loves
only straight people. I can only
believe in a God who created all
of us and loves all of us completely. Christians who invoke
his name in hurtful ways do a
disservice to their religion.
Sincerely,
Margaret Pritchard '04

Howdy kids! Pillow Talk hopes that ya'll had a great
time getting drunk this weekend with all those old people
who decided to flood the campus.

Tailgating

Football

Fun times, fun times.

Good win on a good day.

Chartwells

No one really liked you
when we thought you were
treating your workers well.

PepRally

Pillow Talk will tell you if it
was fun just as soon as it
finds someone who was
actually there.

Turnitin.Com

Pillow Talk is going to have to
stop copying from Wesleyan's
"Good, Bad, and Ugly."
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Dating at TrinTrin a Lost Art Chartwells Cutbacks
Hook-Up Culture Takes the Place of a "True"Dating Scene
of the drunken hook-up, they
have become, in that sense, unnecessary.
Traditional dating is also
something of a throwback to a
pre-feministic culture, when a
gentleman caller was supposed
to impress the lady and in that
sort of Victorian way prove his
worth to her. The traditional
date involves more energy on
the man's part because i t is from
an era when women were, essentially, objects; thus it made
since for the guy to be so proactive.
1 personally find the typical
date in today's setting a little arrogant on the girl's part. The
guy is the one who asks the girl

be treated like they're special.
Well guess what? So do guys.
Opinions Writer
I've also heard the rather apathetic excuse that guys are supDISCLAIMER: This isfrom a
posed to put in all the work
largely male point of view,
because it's tradition. Need Iremostly because thefemale view
mind the ladies that it was also
tradition for women to not vote
is largely irrelevant (j/k).
and stay in the house cooking
At the risk of generalizing, I
dinner, a tradition that was adaam going to state that dating is
mantly altered?
a lost art here at Trinity. It is not
uncommon to hear people
My personal issues aside, to(both male and female) comday we are branching away
from the traditional format.
plaining about the severe lack
Girls initiate dates and the dinof a "true" dating scene here at
ner-and-a-movie concept has
Camp TrinTrin. There has even
given way to a coffee rendezbeen discussion among certain
vous and nighttime strolls. Our
groups to initiate a quest to regeneration, one of the first to eninstate this lost art.
gage in dating in a feminist era,
One of the reasons dating has
is breaking out of convention.
In many ways this is the
Dates are fun, but sometimes the energy problem. Back when dating
expended is not worth the enjoyment received. was the Victorian ritual, there
were clear guidelines; today all
is a muddled blur. For example,
fallen by the wayside, at least at out; he plans the evening; he on the matter of paying for dinTrinity, is because a large por- picks up the girl; he picks up the ner, who is supposed to pay? Is
tion of the campus simply isn't dinner tab or the movie tab; he it the one who initiated the
into it. I think it is safe to say drops her off; and he hopes for a date? Is a guy insulting a girl's
that a considerable faction, both goodnight kiss. I say this is ar- independence if he pays, or is he
male and female, are more into rogant because it implies that a implying he is not interested if
the purely sexual-no-emotional girl's company is worth all the he doesn't? 1 have read in the
strings-attached relationship of time and money and energy a New York Times that girls often
guy must expend when on a offer to pick up tabs "to be pothe hook-up.
date.
Sometimes this company lite," though they expect the guy
I think another reason is that
dating, at least in the traditional is worth the effort; sometimes it to insist and are offended if he
does not.
dinner-and-a-movie sense, is in isn't:
This has been countered with
In the end, I think dating has
many ways a hassle. I think a
considerable portion of guys go the point that girls are forced by become a lost art because of the
on dates for the hook-up factor social convention to invest their significant change in male-fe(a combination of purely sexual energy in what can be defined male interactions. Originally,
satisfaction with a touch of as "primping." I would agree there was a clear (if unmerited)
emotional and/or flirtatious with that...except that 1 think a stereotype of horny g,uys rolot of guys today prefer their mancing (dare I say playing>>
K
mantic atm.'o'sprier'e/.i.afad the dates to sport an au-naturale girls.
typical date takes just too much look as opposed to a made-up
Today that stereotype has
energy for that, especially when extra in Moulin Rouge.
moved beyond into something
a hook-up is by no means guarLikewise, I have heard girls (God knows what). As a result,
anteed. Dates are fun, but some- say that it is much more flatter- nobody is quite sure how to act
times the ejiergy expended is ing when a guy puts in some or respond within the realm of
not worth the enjoyment re- effort to show his feelings for sexual acceptance, a confusion
ceived. And with the invention you. In other words, girls like to that has led to romantic apathy.
NATE BAKER

MIT

Unfair to Everyone
Bv HOPE ROTH

Opinions Writer

I want to write this week
about an issue that affects all
Trinity students. No, I'm not
talking about tailgating at
Homecoming, parking on Summit Street or even how slow the

would you do the same thing?
Just because someone else was
going to perform the same immoral act, doesn't mean that
you have to do it, too.
1 was doing some research
online and I checked out the
website of the Compass Group,
Chartwells' parent company.
Their website states the follow-

Call me crazy, but I don't think that the
service is going to get any faster if Chartwells
lays off two employees.
network seems these days. I'm
talking about the shabby treatment of the Trinity employees
who serve our food.
Chartwells, Trinity's food service provider, has decided that
it is just not cost efficient to continue current staffing levels.
They are going to layoff two
employees, eliminate health insurance for five employees and
cut hours across the board to the
tune of $100,000 in lost wages
a year.
Moral reasons aside, on a
strictly selfish level, these pro-

ing, "Our success is due to the
contribution made by all of our
people. Reliable and dedicated
to their work, they know Compass Group provides exceptional opportunities for them to
develop their careers to their full
potential."
Apparently they forgot to
mention the part about cutting
their employees hours and denying them health insurance.
OF course, Chartwells is based
in the UK where they have Universal Health Care. But that's
another story.

/ believe that we owe each and every one of
them a decent wage, health insurance, and
our appreciation.
This debate isn't really about
posed cuts are bad for Trinity
students. I have heard more whether the Bistro needs three
complaints about the quality people making sandwiches at
and quantity of the service in lunch, or whether they need
the past few months than I did four. What this debate is really
all last year. Most of my friends about is whether or not we, as a
agree. The lines this year are too community, care enough to see
long; by the time we get our food that the people who feed us are
making a decent living.
it is often lukewarm.
$100,000 dollars isn't all that
Call me crazy, but I don't
think that the service is going to much to a huge corporation like
get any faster if Chartwells lays Chartwells. It's just a drop in the
bucket. That's thirty-six stuoff two employees.
The Trinity food service dents on the 19-regular plan for
workers' contract states that a year.
there are to be no layoffs or cuts
There arecurrendy about
in hours unless it can be dem- 2,000 students enrolled at Trinonstrated that there is a drop in ity and half of them are restudents eating in Mather, the quired to stay on the meal plan.
Bistro and the Cave.
But that $100,000 means a lot to
Once again, call me crazy, but the Trinity workers who are try-

Moral reasons aside, on a strictly selfish level
these proposed cuts are bad for Trinity
students.
I fail to see how requiring half
the school to subscribe to the
meal plan could cause such a
drop.
Chartwells says that they
want to implement these staffing cuts because of overstaffing
problems at the Bistro. Well, 1
talked to Jeremy Haicken of
H.E.R.E local 217, the food workers union, and he told me that a
manager at the Bistro is making
the daily special there. How can
the Bistro be overstaffed if a
manager is performing a union
job?
Chartwells sent an e-mail to
the Trinity community last
week in which they attempted
to justify their proposed staffing
cuts by (in essence) saying,
"well, Marriott was going to do
it."
To the management at
Chartwells, I have just one thing
to say. If Sodhexo-Marriott was
planning to jump off of a bridge,

ing to make a living and support their families.
Trinity's food service employees are hard working and dedicated. Most of them work long
hours at jobs that many Trinity
students would turn their noses
up at.
And yet, everyday at the Cave,
Al makes my grilled cheese just
the way I like it (with chopped
up onions and tomatoes) and he
always knows how to brighten
up my day. When I eat dinner
at Mather, Parbati always greets
me with a smile and says, "Hi
Hope."
And there are court tless other
Mather, Cave and the Bistro employees who greet each and every one of us with a smile, even
if they've been working on their
feet since 6 AM.
1 believe that we owe each and
every one of them a decent
wage, health insurance, and our
appreciation.
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My Bathroom is Growing Things TUrnitin.com Not Strong
Freshmen Bathrooms: Leaky, Dirty, and Lacking Paper Towels
BY ANDREW DEMPSEY

Opinions Writer

Early last August I had a million things swirling around in
my head. I was going to a college thousands of miles away
from home and I had absolutely no idea what to expect. I
wondered about my roommate,
my classes, and how I would
adjust to the college experience.
Never once did 1 think about
sharing a bathroom with
twenty-five other guys.
In the larger scope of life, the
bathroom situation is hardly
something worth mentioning.
But since it is on my mind, I am
going to write about it and
complain. I can remember
quite vividly the first time I
entered the bathroom on my
floor. After trying to turn the
handle several times, I realized
that my code had to be typed
into the door. Although annoying, I figured I could live with
this slight inconvenience. (The
door latch has since been taped
over to allow entrance without
using one's code.)
Once I gained access, I tried
to push the door open. The
door did not move. I pushed
harder, still making no
progress. Finally, I put all my
weight into the door, and 1 was
in. I have since had many visitors tell me the door is locked,

lege bathroom.
Since our first meeting, the
bathroom and I have been on
shaky terms. Because it is located across the hall from me,

around the sink has been saturated with someone's blood.
The blood and urine create a
terribly inviting setting for
brushing your teeth and wash-

Enough to Stop Cheaters

cess which requires the decided
effort of a teacher. This creates
Opinions Writer
an interesting conundrum to
most students, who will wonder
Sparknotes, Cliff's Notes and which of their papers will be
your older brother's papers used scrutinized.
While this may lead to a deto be all you needed to get ahead
in this wonderful world of crease in plagiarism, 1 believe it
higher education. Now we find will be on a much smaller scale
it is no longer so. With his an- than intended because, for the
nouncement on October 10 of most part, this service will be
the new plagiarism detection reserved for term papers and
service, Dean of Faculty Miller other lengthy papers.
Brown has sent a clear message
Also, this system ranks the
to the students that required amount of plagiarism on a five
reading is required reading and point scale which makes it difBY SIMON SAICHEK

This new program scares some of those who
are still on the fence regarding plagiarism
into avoiding it

ing your face. Why not try to
clean up the water around the
sink, you ask? Well, only occasionally are there paper towels
in the two dispensers. In fact,
our bathroom survived all of
last week with no paper towels.
And toilet paper has proven to
be a hit and miss game as well.
Of the three stalls, usually one
of them is void of toilet paper.
When you combine this with
the fact that only one of the

no longer may a student slide by
on secondary sources. This new
program promises grand results
in fighting a war against plagiarism, but its services may not
truly affect the uncited use of
secondary sources in college
papers.
The first flaw to the system is
that it keys on phrases, not on
ideas. Some would cite this as a
benefit, not a flaw, because
while someone may lay claim to
words, no one may lay claim to
ideas. But what the plagiarism
service must realize is that it is
ideas, not words, that lead most
students to plagiarize.
Coming up with ideas is

ficult for teachers to differentiate between active use of plagiarism
and
inadvertent
plagiarism. With this awkward
numerical relation, teachers
will be forced to either draw
hard lines in the sand as to how
much plagiarism is allowed or
they will have to evaluate every
paper on a case-by- case basis.
Either method opens up the
teacher to criticism for being either unwelcome to personal issues, or to being to subjective in
evaluations.
This program does have its
uses however. With proper use
of the system, students will be
able to ask their teachers to

ally Find yourself in a compromising
Several times
The floor is always covered with a half inch I have situation.
had to kick the door
of standing water. I do not know where this
closed to prevent others from
entering my stall. While these
water comes from, and it scares we.
problems compose the core of
my displeasure, other smaller.
real-ly, really hard." After enter- people urinating in the showers annoyances do exist. But 1 will
ing the bathroom, I released the at night because they are too resist the temptation to commammoth door, assuming it drunk to confine their excre- plain further on the topic.
would shut peacefully. But in- ment to a toilet.
Perhaps others on ray floor
stead of easing to a close, the
But the standing water does have no problem with the bathfifty pound door whipped back not confine itself to the floor. room. And maybe 1 am portrayand crashed into the door Without fail, there is always a ing myself as a snob by
frame. The sound was enough pool of water covering the complaining about a place that
to be heard throughout the counter around the sinks. is not entirely disgusting. Afentire hall. My ears screamed Would it have been too much to ter all, the showers are nice and
with pain, but thankfully the design a slanting sink and floor have hot water... as long as you
ringing tapered off after sev- so that water actually drains? 1 can avoid the moldy bar of soap
eral minutes. Such was my have also witnessed two in- on the floor and are not scalded
first encounter with my col- stances where the water by the flushing of a toilet.

ing those ideas once they are located.
Also, the average student
writing a paper with uncited
sources ought to be intelligent
enough to change the wording,
otherwise 1 would personally
question their enrollment in the
school. Unless severe time constraints are in place, I believe no
one would be unintelligent
enough to commit this simple
blunder.
The second flaw in this system is that it is subject to teacher
discretion. No papers will be
checked unless a teacher submits them to be checked. While
this process has been simplified
as much as possible for thebenefit of teachers, it is still a pro-

papers and modify their writing styles so as to best cite
sources and avoid plagiarism.
All in all, the system seems
unlikely to succeed in its obvious role of catching students
who plagiarize but it does provide some positive ancillary
functions. It weeds out those
students too incompetent to
plagiarize intelligently. It scares
some of those who are still on
the fence regarding plagiarism
into avoiding it as well as frightening some plagiarizers into returning into the habit of
working honestly:
Finally, it provides teachers,
and therefore their students,
with a tool for limiting their use
of plagiarism.

the slamming door has woken
me up on more than one occasion. At least that problem has
since been fixed.
But sadly, many other problems still exist. The floor is always covered with a half-inch
of standing water. I do not
know where this water comes
from, and it scares me. On more
than one occasion, the water
has had a slightly yellowish
appearance. No doubt this sea-

LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
SGA President Believes New Anti-Plagiarism Tactic Opposes Attempted Trinity College Honor Code
To the Editor:
. As the President of the Student Government Association,
1-feel compelled to write a letter
to the Editor on behalf of all
students when I express my displeasure with a recent policy
change that was adopted by the
faculty and administration.
On Tuesday October 9, we received not ice from Dean Brown
and Dean Thomas through email that a new system would
be installed,here at Trinity to
ideal wfrhj:;,': plagiarism.
Turnitin.com:is: a website used
i nationwide to help college pro-

\ f^ridfi^|i^|iii1i

;rism. - ^ . ^ o y ^ ^ "
\ At that weeKS'SGA meeting,
j several concei31£t*er@; jaisedreT;.
f garding tenewssygfemirj fact,
';: lhave afewconcerns of my own
i'thatl wrshto shaT63with the

entire Trinity community.
Several members of the Steering Board, including myself, are
concerned that the concept of
Turnitin.com goes against the
fundamental principles of the

not only defeats the purpose
and intention of an Honor
Code, but also goes against basic, fundamental principles that"
were established in the Master
Plan for Student Life here at

is the academic freedom of ev- learn about this, study it, and
ery Trinity student that is offer our opinions as student
placed in jeopardy by this new leaders before a decision was
program. What protections, if made.
any, are in place to insure that
Administrators of ten tell me
individual student work is pro- "we want to work with, and not
tected by this system?
against students." How can the
What
is
even
more
disheartfaculty and administration exHow can the faculty and administration ening is that Turnitin.com was pect
as groups, to work toexpect us as groups to work together when passed through the faculty and getherus,when
we are completely
we are completely kept out of the hop?
administration without any kept out of the loop on farstudent input or notification. reaching acadernic and social
The Academic Affairs Commit- decisions that affect every TrinHonor Code that the College is Trinity. If the Master Plan is call- tee of the faculty.approved, ity student?.,-,.. ...
trying to establish.
ing for more self-governance Turnitin.com without the stu-. . If individuals, are serious
For example, the Honor Code and student initiative in all as- dent representatives on, that, . about us working with, arid riot
wouldestablishasystem where pects of: college' life at Trinity, ^committee being notified. , . against,! eachMother, maybe we
students would be empowered: most especially academic, then : ; The! Chair of tKeSGA-jAca-. should starf treating students as
to enforce plagiarism policies; why'wouldweinstitute a pro- :demic Affairs Committee, along citizens of thisxommunjty and
l d
^hat'takes jth'e ittitia ti ve with myself, had the luxury of not subjects.
:
; gram
a!wiay'froin the"Students,'and finding out about this system,
would allow faculty mernbers'
1
;
the hands of the ijkc- •like everyone else, through a
Sincerely,
^
to deal directly with- plagiarism1 yplaces'itiri
ltyY-•*''" : • - ' •>:••;«•••> ; ' ; ' ? ^ . - . ' . ; '•",
icampus wide e-mail instead of
Timothy M. Herbst
issues.
- ;
:
•-•.• In my judgment, this system' • ' Of even greater concerntofhe ibein.g given the opportunity, to. ,,.-.,SGA.president.„„,.„...,/• ,v:,,. A
1
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Gettier
Returns
for
Lecture
On The Beat
BY DAVID PORTER

News Writer

Lions and Tigers and...
Raccoons?
On October 19 at about 11:42 PM Campus Safety received
a phone call from 1300 Broad Street. Upon investigation
the officer discovered a raccoon that appeared sick or
wounded wandering around the parking lot. The officer
attempted to contact the Animal Control Center but was
unsuccessful. Meanwhile the raccoon slipped under a
fence into an adjacent yard and wandered off.

An Anth... Protein Powder
Scare
About 6:16 PM on October 16 a Buildings and Grounds
employee contacted Campus Safety concerning a white
powdery substance on the floor of Ferris Athletic Center.
The athletic center was evacuated while the source of the
substance was investigated. Both the Hartford Police Department and the Fire Department were called. The substance was discovered to be a protein powder used by
athletes. This was verified by the person who had accidentally spilled it. This individual was also able to point
out another location where the same powder was spilled.
There is no danger to the community.

It's High Time
About 12:13 AM on October 22 a residential assistant
called Campus Safety after suspecting a resident of smoking marijuana. The smell had permeated the hallway of
the dormitory.

Do a Little Dance, Make a
Little Love, Get Down
\
Between midnight on October 20 and 4:00 AM on October 21, Campus Safety responded to three student calls
reporting noise complaints in their residence halls. The
calls began with a noise complaint from Wheaton at 12:03
AM. Campus Safety responded and requested the students
turn down their music. At 1:39 AM on the same night, an
officer responded to High Rise to investigate a report of
noise from a room. By the time the officer arrived at the
dormitory and gained access to the room in question the
noise had ceased. The final call came from Stowe about
4:06 AM on October 21. A resident reported excessively
loud music emanating from one of the rooms. Campus
Safety requested that the music be turned down. Violations of quiet hours are reported to the Office of Residential Life.

Homemade Air Conditioning
On October 21 around 3:26 PM a student called Campus
Safety to report that the right side passenger window of
their car had been shattered. The car was parked at St.
Anthony's Hall. Nothing was reported stolen from the car.

Hit andRun
Later on October 21, around 11:28 PM Campus Safety received a call about a minor accident in East Wiggins parking lot. The caller observed that the right side of the car
was scratched, There was also a dent on the right rear door.

Burn, Baby Burn... But Not
my Dinner
A multitude of fire alarms - seven, to be exact - called
Campus Safety and the Hartford Fire Department to various dorms across campus this weekend. The majority of
the alarms - including two in Stowe, one each in North
Campus, Clemens and Wiggins were the result of burning food and popcorn. Only one - in North Campus on
October 20 about 11:46 PM - was the result of a pulled
shunt. You do remember that we fork over $1,000 for every
false alarm, don't you folks?

On Thursday, October 18,
2001, Trinity's Professor Emeritus of Religionjohn Gettier gave
a talk entitled "Questing for
Jesus: Historians and Believers"
at a meeting of the Connecticut
Academy of Arts and Sciences.
Gettier retired last year after
thirty-five years of teaching
courses on the Old and New
Testaments and on introductory Biblical Hebrew here at
Trinity.
His talk provided an hourlong overview of the intellectual search for the historical
incarnation of Jesus. This
search began in the 18th century, and has continued
through the present day, blossoming most recently in the
mid-eighties.
The conceptual separation of
Jesus' historical existence from
the religious significance of his
life starts with the Apostle Paul,
who, writing no more than
thirty years after Jesus' death,
had little to say about the historical life of Jesus, instead concentrating on what his life,
death, and resurrection meant
to those who believed in him.
This canonical disregard for the
actual events of Jesus' life persisted and deepened for the next
1600 years. This makes theological sense, given the needs of
the times that this span encom-

passes.
The first modern questing after the events of Jesus' life began
in the 18th century, with a German movement to discredit
Christianity altogether.
This movement held that
Jesus did not expect his execution and that the entire messianic creed and concept was
projected onto him ex post facto
by his disciples in response to it.
Published in the 19th century,
Albert Schweitzer's "Quest of
the Historical Jesus" responded
to and emphatically renounced
this position, reclaiming the historical messiah for the Faith.
Having thus outlined the
premodern history of the quest,
Gettier moved quickly to its
postmodern continuation. A
large-scale scholarly interest in
the quest bloomed in the mid
nineteen eighties, applying new
techniques such as comparative
literary analysis to the quest,
and began rigorously searching
for sources outside the Christian world. These external
sources proved to be largely useless: Romans document the
Christian movement sparsely
and the actual life of Jesus not
at all. Jewish sources are of little
direct help for similar reasons;
however, such sources as the
Dead Sea scrolls do illuminate
first-century Judaism, the atmosphere in which Jesus lived.
Within the Christian canon,
comparative literature analysis
suggests a number of things

about the four gospels. Mark,
the shortest of the gospels, was
probably written first, while
Matthew and Luke were written shortly thereafter, with
Mark and a collection of Jesus'
quotes named Q common between them, and each drawing
on a third and fourth set of
quotes unique to each gospel,
named M and L. The general
view of John is that it holds little
historical information about
Jesus, although it is well worth
studying for the deeply developed religious views it contains.
Gettier concluded his speech
with a pair of admonitions.
One is directed at those who
would deride this quest as heretical. The quest is an important one for a religion that
claims to be historical in nature;
faith alone serves many people
well in their religious lives, but
others would benefit from a
faith buttressed by intellectual
certainty. The second is directed at those who expect certainty from the quest. The
remnants of evidence about the
historical Jesus are so tattered
and saturated with religious
overtones that it is impossible to
piece together a perfect historical chronology of the life of
Jesus.
The lecture was well attended, with the Society's dinner tables filled and a number
of professors and students scattered through the rows of seats
in the back of the hall.

Students Create First Draft
of New "Integrity Contract"
continued from page one
code. Everyone was asked to
consider questions such as
"What expectations should we
have of an honor code? What
will it accomplish?"
Another question asked
"Who should adjudicate the
honor code infractions? To
what extent should students
'run' the honor code?" This session was not a decision making
forum but rather an opportunity to brainstorm.
The Board of Fellows is composed primarily of alumni and
a few parents, who offered their
experience with prep school
honor codes and past Trinity
experiences. They also raised
questions that students had yet
to consider.
After a morning of small
group conversations, the Board
of Fellows, with the student facilitators reconvened to compare discussions. While there
were a variety of ideas, one of
the primary ideas in common
questioned the actual name
"honor code." The conversations about retitling the document to make it more
appropriate to Trinity's situation are continuing.
The Board of Fellows took a
report of the conversation to the
Student Affairs committee of
the Board of Trustees.
For now, students are busy
creating a document that begins to outline an honor system
that can be implemented in the
near future. The primary focus
on this first draft is to figure out
procedurally how an honor
code will work. The draft will

be, as Baxter describes, "the nuts
and bolts of the honor code."
Tentatively titled "The Trinity
College Student Integrity Contract," the draft is divided into
three parts: the first concerning
Academic Life, the second focusing on Student Life, and the
third covering the election procedures for honor councils.
The contract begins with the
statement, "We the students of
Trinity College believe that as
individual undergraduates we
must assume responsibility for
upholding our standards of academic integrity and social conduct."
The preamble also emphasizes the significance of students signing this document.
"By signing this document, each
matriculated student recog-

nizes his or her individual responsibility to act with honor
and integrity at Trinity College."
These two statements highlight student initiative and responsibility. This is reflected in
the way students, faculty and
administrators have responded
to the progress made this fall.
"It's been really great to see
how the faculty is supporting us
in.this matter," commented
Reifman. "It is a student-focused, student-centric project,
and no one has really tried to
take it over. It really has been a
student effort."
Baxter is also focused on student involvement, "The core of
this document is that it is students taking responsibility for
their own action. The students
are essential in this process."

Business I Education! Communications (Health I Law
SBRDUflTE P K 0 6 R R M 5
MASTER'S:
Accounting
Business Administration
Computer Information Systems
Health Administration
Teaching
Journalism
E-Media
Advanced Physical Therapy
Biomedical Sciences
Forensic Nursing
Molecular and Cell Biology
Nurse Practitioner
Pathologist*' Assistant
Physician Assistant
FIRST PROFESSIONAL:
Law
Law/BusinessAdministration
Law/Health Administration
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Both Alums and Students Enjoyed Homecoming
continued from page one
receptive to the changes, and overall I
was pleased; the weekend met our expectations."
Homecoming was not limited to the
weekend for the students; this year it was
described as "homecoming Week" and
began Monday October 15. Activities included class nights and various activities
on Saturday. Monday through Thursday
each class had a night at the Bistro. It was
a time when members of the class could
come and hang out together. Free food,
free stuff, and live music were added bonuses to each class night.
"The class nights went phenomenally,"
said Katherine Jessup '03, Chair of Special Events for TCAC. "Each night had
around 250-300 students show up. In the
past, Homecoming has been focused on

alumni, but there is effort to have more
events for students since we are, obviously, an integral part of the school,"
On Friday night flames licked the sky .
as students cheered on the traditional
pep rally and burning of the letters. This
year spectators witnessed both a flaming "B" for football's match against
Bowdin and an "M" for the rest of the
team's matches against Middlebury.
Saturday TCAC sponsored an
Oktoberfest, modeled after the
Oktoberfest of Germany, serving German food and several drafts to those of
age. There was also a barbecue sponsored by Chartwells, which replaced
Mather Brunch for the day. The primary
focus of the day was unstructured activities, including tailgating. Participants
flocked into the stands of the football

game to watch the Bantams trounce the
Polar Bears. Others mingled in the
Hansen parking lot,barbecuing, greeting
old friends and reminiscing about days
as students.
After the game, the Office of Alumni
Relations sponsored a tent for the Young
Alumni, which anyone was invited to.
While alcohol consumption required an
ID or a wristband, socializing in the tent
did not. About 5:00 PM the campus a
cappella groups entered the tent to entertain the crowds; the Pipes, the
Trinitones , After Dark and the
Accidentals all gave stellar performances. The tent was open until 9:00
PM.
"It was a new idea," commented Beth
Gilligan '01, "and it added a new flavor
to the afternoon. It was a nice chance to
spend a little extra time on campus after the game ended and have an opportunity to chat with people I'd missed
earlier in the day."

ConnPIRG Collects
Trinity's Trash for Cash
KATHRYN YOUNGBERG

News Writer

On Sunday, October 14, ConnPIRG got
together to try to make a difference in
Trinity's attitude towards recycling.
Since the majority of dorms do not have
recycling receptacles, hundreds of recyclable items go to waste with the rest of
the garbage every week.
In recent years, the amount of aluminum cans being wasted has grown considerably.. Aluminum cans for a long
time have been the most recycled of all
beverage packaging in the United States.
The waste concerns many people because of the energy that is squandered,
the pollution generated, and the natural
Mrjitats that: areflSstroyedbecausemore
raw minerals need to be found to make
more cans. In 2000, the recycling of aluminum cans hit an all-time low of 54.5
per cent.
A Senior Research Associate at the
Container Recycling Institute says, "The
energy required to replace these cans
with new cans made from virgin materials could supply the electricity needs
of over 2.5 million American households
for a year."
Here at Trinity, there is a lot that we
can do to improve our recycling situation, A lot has to do with people being
aware of the problem. For example,
many people may not be aware that
there are absolutely no recycling receptacles in Ogilby, Park Place, Board Walk,
LSC except the second floor, Clemens,
Stowe, and McCook.
The volunteers went through garbage
on the cave patio, separating out cans
and bottles and putting them into bags.
In the process, 47 bags of garbage were
gone through. From that, 676 bottles and
cans were collected. About an hour into
the process, five boys from the surround-

That night at the Vernon Social Center there was a small party with a live
band, which had less of an attendance
than expected due to the competition of
all the other activities going on that
evening. According to Jessup everyone
seemed to have a really good time, and
the alumni were impressed with the
multitude of events.
Student opinions on the weekend varied but most seemed to have had a good
time.
"This was the best time I've had at college so far; there was lots to do and tailgating was great, even with just the
alums," said Tommy Williams '05.
Seeing alums of Trinity was a high
point too. "It's interesting how you can
see different generations coming together," remarked Kyle Cooke '05.
' Upperclassmen enjoyed the weekend
as well.
"I was surprisingly pleased with the
see EVENTS on page seven

ing neighborhood rode their bikes over
to the group and asked if they could join
in. They were enthusiastic and extremely effective.
Comments sophomore Liz Moran, "It
was so great that they came over and
helped us. It was a terrific way for all of
us to come together and benefit from
what we were doing. We were so impressed by their initiative and willingness to help."
The second site was on the north side
of campus where ConnPIRG volunteers
collected recyclables from High Rise and
Park Place. The idea was to see a general
representation of what percentage of the
trash can actually be recycled. All of the
recyclables, once put into separate bags
will be traded in for money, this mcpey A future Trinity Alum contemplates a toy embossed with
*
wiltbe used to go towards promoting re-'' the eve^pfesent Bantam while cheering at the games.
cycling on our campus.
The main idea is to get students at
Trinity to be more aware of the way their
actions affect the environment.
States sophomore Leah Culver, "I hope
that people hear about how much is
wasted every week here and that they
think twice about throwing, say, 60 aluminum cans i n the garbage."
The problem is that there definitely
are not recycling receptacles on every
Ever wonder what a lobbyist does?
floor of every dorm.. A huge improvement would be made if that were
changed.
Culver observes, "If there were readily
Come meet
available places to dump cans, most
people would do the right thing. But because there are not, we continue to have
this problem."
ConnPIRG has been in existence at
and learn more.
Trinity for 25 years, The group undertakes many projects for the environment
both at Trinity and in the area. Meetings
for Green Campus, the ConnPIRG project
that was in charge of this activity, are
held at 7:30 PM on Tuesdays in the comI2:OO PM t o 1:30 PM
munity service office in Mather.

RISHl POPAT

^

oundiable Lunch Series

What is a Lobbyist?
Armando Paolino '83

Tftiesday, Oct. jo ? 2001
Career Services Office
Teleconferencing Room
SPACE IS LIMITED TO
THE FIRST 15
RESPONDENTS!
Don't miss this opportunity!
Please RSVP to Ellen Gagnon at:

Volunteers sort the collected trash on the Cave Patio. The
money raised from returning the recyclables will be used to
promote recycling on campus

KArHRYN Y

OUNGBERG

ellen.gagnon@trincoll.edu or ext. 2082
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Homecoming Filled Rally Planned for Tuesday
With New Events Students Show Support at Union/Chartwells Meetings

continued from page six
tailgating. It was better than I
had expected," Marisa Kutner
'02 said. "But I wish I had
known about the student activities," she added. "Oktoberfest
sounded like a really good idea,
but no one knew about it. It
needed more advertising."
"If the tailgating had been
over by the football game more
people would have gone. The
stands were kind of empty," remarked Elizabeth Sack '02.
"Another problem that isn't fixable - but it is a bit complimentary of the weekend - is that by
Saturday night everyone is so
tired no one wants to go out
again."

"I thought the weekend was a
success. I got to see my friends,
caught up with people who I
hadn't seen since graduation
and had a rare chance to relive
my Trinity lifestyle," commented Patrick Noonan '01.
"Homecoming has always been
a great opportunity to do that,
and I don't think that the
changes in the format really affected that"
By Saturday evening, most
were heading home - whether
to hotel rooms, houses or dorms
- sleepy and content. Dogs had
been walked, friends had been
met, children had played, and
another successful Homecoming Weekend drew to a close.

The Bantam pauses to show the Trinity
cheerleaders exactly what school spirit
sHotiltflBoklike.

M1COLSABADDINI

continued from page one
21 Bistro employees, hence reducing their 40 hour work
weeks to less than 30 hours per
week. Furthermore, Davis asserts that five Chartwells employees will lose their benefits,
and two more will lose their
jobs.
Opponents of the cutbacks
say that their argument is twofold.
"There are two fundamental
issues," asserts Davis. "One is
that the cutbacks are a breach
of the contract between
Chartwells and the Union. Second is the overall direction that
Chartwells has taken and is taking in providing both service to
the Trinity community and fair
treatment of their workers."
Chartwells argues that it is
well within their contractual
rights to make the proposed
cutbacks.
Having obliged their contractual obligation to provide Local
#217 and employees with at
least two weeks notice before
making said cutbacks, Coady
states, "The time has now come
for Chartwells to revisit our necessary scheduled work hours."
Davis and VOID members
take issue with Chartwells'
claim to these contractual
rights.
Moreover, they claim that
Coady's email left out much of
the language of the contract,
which provides, at the very
least, limits to their ability to cut
hours.
, ..
"The contract states that

there must be a change in the
participation of Trinity students in the Chartwells' meal
program. Since freshman and
sophomores are now required to
participate in the meal plan, I
doubt that there has been less
participation on the part of students. Chartwells therefore has
no right to cut workers' hours,"
states Davis.
Instead of decreased participation, Davis claims that the
reason for cutbacks is the desire
to make as much money as
quickly as possible on the part
of Chartwells, who made over
13 billion dollars in profit last
year.
"It will obviously be cheaper
for [Chartwells] to bring in their
own non-Union people and to
hire them for less than 40 hours
per week. They are trying to
break the Union so that they
can bring in their own people.
That's what I think this is all
about," says Davis.
Davis further explained that
Chartwells is in a no-lose situation.
"Since they already have all
of their checks for the semester,
everything they do they are essentially losing money. There is
no recourse for students who
have already paid. They cannot
take their business elsewhere.
That gives Chartwells the ability to operate immorally."
This statement outlines the
protestors' second and more
emphasized argument, which is
the criticism of the overall approach of Chartwells to take

advantage of their position over
Trinity students and its workers
alike.
In greater detail, Davis claims
that if there is any decline in
participation it is a result of the
poor quality and selection of
food.
"If the food is good, there will
be plenty of work, if it is bad,
they shouldn't blame it on the
workers, they are the ones who
have a personal relationship
with the students. The workers
know the students and what
they are like. We stand behind
the workers who we have
known for years." Davis asserts.
Protestors claim, therefore,
that even if Chartwells is within
their contractual rights to make
the proposed cutbacks, it is still
not right or proper to do so.
"If workers are paid eight-dollars an hour and they only get
twenty-eight hours per week,
they will riot make enough to
get the bare necessities, make it
over the poverty level, or provide for a family," claims Davis.
Overall, VOID is fighting to
preserve fundamental working
rights on campus and to protect
against the abuses of a multibillion dollar corporation.
In their approach to Tuesday's
rally, the protestors plan to
stand strong behind the workers.
"The workers are truly the
leaders," states Davis, "We are
just here to support the workers
and to protect the rights of everyone in the Trinity community.""

Berkshire Capital Corp
"Jazz in the Chapel9
Spiritual reflection aided by alternative music.

Investment Banking Firm
www.berkcap.com

INTERPRETATIONS OF JEWISH
AND
AFRICAN-AMERICAN SACRED MUSIC

Saturday, October 27, 2001 at 5:00pm
Trinity College Chapel

Job: Merger and Acquisitions Analyst
Analysts at Berkshire work alongside
BCC's most senior professionals and are
introduced to the fundamentals in
transaction and valuation analysis.

Do you possess a strong aptitude in
• math
* communication
• writing skills
» and have a a GPA of 3.3 or higher?

if so, apply for this job now!
WARREN 8YRD

DAVID CHEVAN

In this musical offering, African-American jazz pianist Warren
Byrd, and Jewish-American jazz bassist David Chevan combine
their talents to encable these centuries-old traditions
communicate in ways that words alone cannot. A series of
interpretations of sacred music from Jewish and AfricanAmerican traditions emphasize and reveal the strong similarities
that are at the heart of the passions, suffering and joys of these
two cultures. This unique musical program delivers a positive
and meaningful message.

Application
deadlines
Thursday, Nov. 8 2001
Wednesday,
8:30am - 3:30pm
Career Services Office October 3 1 , 2001

Interview:

Log onto Trinity Recruiting at
www.trincoll.erecruiting.com.
View the calendar event, post your resume
online, and reserve your time slot for an
• . interview

NOW!
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TrinSpotting: One of the Strings Behind the 'Stro
DIANA POTTER

Features Writer
Jeannette Martin works as a
floating lead in the Bistro here
at Trinity. But you might have
seen her at last Saturday night's
party in the Party Barn. That's
right, Jeannette was there. "It
was a nice party," she says, although she admits that her favorite Trinity party was by far
the appearance of Wyclef last

anyone. But 1 don't really like
Hartford. If I had all the money
in the world, I'd live in Florida,
by the beach. I've been to Tampa
once, and it's nice down there."
When I ask Jeannette what
she likes to do during her spare
time, she says, "really I'm kind
of boring. On my two days off I
just spend it at home, cooking,
cleaning and playing with the
kids." But any mother who
would take her kids to see a
wrestling match at the Hartford

"1 don't get as much responsibility as 1 used
to get under Marriott I used to get much
more work...Now all I'm allowed to do is work
the cash register," -Jeannette Martin
fall. "Sometimes people will tell
me that Trinity is having a party
and it's going to be good. And
I'm like, well, I'm going to have
to go see. Most of the parties
have been pretty good so far.
Except for the ones they have in
the Bistro. Most of the time 1
have to work on Thursday
nights, so I can't really enjoy it.
And, well, the bands, they kind
of suck."
When Jeannette is not working, she is at her home on Otis
Street, taking care of her children, Jesus, 11, Edwin, 10 and
Deangelo, 2. She has two more
children, Jose, 14, who lives
with Jeannette's mother, and
Don, 8, who lives with his father.
"I'm in Hartford for a simple
fact," she says. "The childcare.

Civic Center doesn't sound boring to TrinSpotting. (At least I
know my mother would never
do that.)
But Jeannette smiles and
laughs. "Yeah I like to play ball
with the kids, we play tickling,
jumping on the bed and wrestling. Yeah, they love wrestling.
On November 11, that's when
wrestling is coming to the Civic
Center. I'm trying to get tickets.
I love wrestling. While I'm at
work I can't watch it. I love to
watch the WWF. I like Chris
Jericho, Kurk Angle, The Rock,
all those guys."
TrinSpotting wants to find
out what else this wrestling fan
enjoys. "Well, I like to go out
dancing. 1 go to the Paradise on

skimpy shirt. I go out with my
sister and a couple of friends.
We always have a good time.
And my kids, well I leave them
with their grandmother."
Jeannette's favorite part of the
day is the hours between 12 and
2 PM before she starts her four
o'clock shift at the Bistro. This
is when I get most of my things
done," she says. "I leave my son
Deangelo with his grandma. I go
shopping, I pay the bills, I get to
chill, I just get to drive around. I
like to go anywhere as long as 1
can get out of the house."
Jeannette was born in Puerto
Rico in 1972 and moved to
Passiac, New Jersey with her
family when she was eight
years old. When she was twelve,
her family moved to Hartford,
where she attended Quirk
Meadow School up through the
seventh grade. "When I was
little I wanted to be a teacher.
But when I grew up, I didn't like
school," she says. "I dropped out.
I got pregnant at fourteen and
had my first child at fifteen. I
was a single mom. And at age
fifteen, you can imagine what
that was like. So I was on welfare up until I was twenty-four.
But that gave me only enough to
pay the rent and bills and that
was it. So I needed to get out.
"So I got my first job at
Edward's and then at Carvel's
Ice Cream Shop. Then I worked
for DonutStop on Prospect Avenue. And finally I got the job
here and I've been working here

P
ic weren't for her /wouldn't have

KARA KLENK

Jeannette Martin is one of many dedicated employees of the Bistro who dislikes the food service changes.

recommended the job to me.
And this has been my favorite
job. I love working at the Bistro.
It's a small place, so I get to know
all the people. Plus I'm a fast
learner, so it was an easy transition for me."
Although Jeannette loves her
job and says she won't quit, she
is dissatisfied with- the way
Chartwells is handling its job as

lead," she says. "I don't get as
much responsibility as 1 used
to get under Marriott. I used to
get much more work. I used to
get to count the register, count
the safe, do the closing procedure, stock and fill the shelves,
like put out more cups and
napkins and make sure there
were enough straws out, things
like that. Now all I am allowed

g C
h a r t we 11 s And that makes for a very borleather as a floating lead and he doesn't consider me a floating
see BISTRO on page nine

I like to wear pants with a

Career Services
THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT.

Upcoming Resume Deadlines
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Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting
Wednesday, October 24,2001
Independent Educational Services - Various - Education

Friday, October 26, 2001
Hartford Life - Account Analyst Position
Louis Dreyfus - Commodity Trader/Risk Manager
TRC Environmental Corporation - Staff Accountant
Wednesday, October 31, 2001
Advanced Medical Recruiters -Pharmaceutical Sales
Representative
Aid to Artisans - Projects Assistant
Allyn & Bacon - Editorial Assistant
American Express Financial - Financial Advisor
Arnold Worldwide - Broadcast Assistant
Berkshire Capital Corp. - Investment Banking Analyst
Berlin High School - Science Teacher - Chemistry
Bishop Fenwick High School - Teacher-French/Spanish,
Teacher-Spanish, Teacher-Math (2 needed)
The Bushnell - Donor Services Assistant
California State University — Director of Equity
and Diversity
Canlink Company - English Teacher in South Korea
and Taiwan
Center for Blood Research - Research Technician
Connecticut State University - Director of Finance
and Management
• . - - . ' • ,
Environmental Data Resources - Editor / Researcher
Fairmount Ventures, Inc - Development Associate
Georgia Southern Univ. - Career Resource Specialist
Integrated Disability Resources, Inc- Claims Operations

Wednesday, October 31,2001
Lawrence All-Purpose - Vocational Coordinator
Learn - Occupational Therapist and Speech /
Language Pathologist, English Teacher (Certified), CT Certified SLP,
Special Education Teacher
.
Mather Corporation - Construction Project Engineer
Radcliffe College - Staff Assistant III
Seedco/N-PAC - Program Assistant for Workforce Development
St. Coletta School - Assistant (one-to-one)
State of Connecticut - Environmental Analyst
Supreme Court of the United States-Curatorial Asst,
Talcott Mountain Science Center And Academy Teacher (K-8)
•
,
Tapestry Health - Senior Nutritionist •
The American School For The Deaf - Audiologist,
School Psychologist, Teacher (Speech, Communication Skills),
Teacher (Lower School), Teacher (Preschool), Teacher (Upper
School), Teacher (Speech, PACES Program)
TRC Environmental Corporation - Systems Developer,
Office Administrator
Trinity College - Asst. to the Director of Trinity-San Francisco
Trinity College - Web Manager/Graphic Artist, Residential Fellow
University of Tennessee-Knoxville - Assistant Director for
Placement Services
YMCA - Child Care/Youth Staff, Site Director
Please visit Trinity Recruiting for more information at:
http://trincoll.erecruiting.com
OR visit us on our MEW location on the first floor of the
Admissions and Career Service Center!
We're available Monday through Friday, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM
Wednesday night walk-ins from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Call x2080 for an appointment with a Career Specialist
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DOWN
1 Water channel
2 Form of be
3 Born
4 Old
5 Bone
6 Bit
7 Region
8 Irony
9 Grow
10 Dined
11 Information
16 Preposition
18 Before (poetic)
20 Cap
22 Earl's territory
25 Unhappy
27 Article
29 Father's boy
31 Free
'33 Fall month (abbr.)
35 Sash
36Tell
38 Focus
39 Clothes
42 Type of dive
45 Sage
47 Gripe
49 Basic
51 Serious
52 Allowance
54 Season of fasting
56 Achieve
58 Woe
59 Fish eggs
61 Sucker
65 Eastern state (abbr.)
67 Exist

ACROSS

I Able
4 Pop
8 Ocean
II Lady
12 Former Russian emporer
13 Small bug
14 Article
15 7th Greek letter
17 Elater
19 Make tatting
21
King Cole
23 Opera solo
24 Expression of sorrow
26 Dine
28 Mistakes

30 Scar
3217th Greek letter
34 Self
37 Tongue
40 Prefix meaning "in"
41 Sack
43 Done
44 Haul
46 Tehran is the capital
48 Gang
50 Substance
53 Iran's monetary unit
55 Angry
57 Peak
58 Park police
' 60 Help!
62 Exist

63 N. American Indian
64 Bright star
66 Aid
68 Ever (poetic)
69 Freshwater duck
70 Each
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A Closer Look at the
Bistro with Jeannette
continued from page eight
ing job after a while. To be honest, some
days I don't want to come to work. This
just doesn't compare to Marriott."
TrinSpotting agrees that a plain, old
turkey or roast beef sandwich just can't
compare to the Aussie or the English
Beefeater. And the loss of the Mexican
Rollup? TrinSpotting's lunches will
never be the same. But for Jeannette, this
loss means the loss of her favorite Bistro
meal: steak and cheese in a pita. That's
right, the Bistro no longer serves pita
bread. TrinSpotting can't help but ask
Jeannette if she has found a new Bistro
favorite. Jeannette can't help but grimace
a little bit. "Now," she says, pausing for a
split second, as if considering, but then
shakes her head. "Now, there is nothing."
Howeverjeannette's favorite food is still
Jamaican food. She likes the little place
down on Farmington Avenue where
they serve dumplings with ox tail,
stewed chicken, and rice and peas.
She continues to lament the loss of
Marriott. "The managers, they used to
greet you and ask you how you were doing. Now, they don't do that anymore.
And we still get to have free food as long
as we are working, but now they want us
to buy our own drinks, unless we get a
drink from the soda fountain. But we
can't have any of the juices in the bottles
any more unless we want to pay for them
ourselves. And the pizza, we used to
make it for you guys when you ordered
it. Now it is pre-cooked and I don't even
want to know how long it's been sitting

"There is tension in the company. Everyone is trying to get someone else's position and trying to bump someone else
off. I'm looking for another job. I want
another full-time job, but even if 1 get
one, I wouldn't quit this one. You know
why? 'Cause that's what they want us to
do is quit. I'm not going to give them that
satisfaction."
As 1 am talking to Jeannette, 1 can't
help but notice her long, pale pink fingernails. I ask her where she got her nails
done, and she smiles and tells me: "A t, oh,
what's the name of that place on
Franklin Avenue?" I don't know, but I am
eager to hear more. She readily explains
the process. "Well, these nails, see, they
are acrylic. They attach it to your nail
using powder and a wet brush and they
brush it in so it fits and looks natural up
by the cuticle. And then they coat it with
a couple coats of polish. And that's all
they do. I like this color, its called "Cotton Candy." Sometimes I just go back and
get fill-ins. That's when they just do a
touch-up and you get a new coat of polish. I'm due for a fill-in soon."
1 notice Jeannette's deep red highlights, which are pulled back on top of
her head with a butterfly clip, so I ask
her about her hair as well. "Well 1 go to
Amarantha's on Franklin Avenue. Jenny,
she is the best. Usually I get those little
rows of twists all pulled back intoa bun.
And sometimes I'll go in just for a
blowdry. And these, here, these are burgundy highlights," she explains, when I
ask. Under her Chartwell's uniform of a

"J want another full-time job, but even if I get one, I
wouldn't quit this one. You know why? 'Cause what they
want us to do is quit I'm not going Ju~give them that
satisfaction"
there.
"And the sandwiches pre-cooked and
wrapped in foil. We never used to do that.
We used to always cook it for you fresh.
Now this place is like a McDonald's. We
used to have all these nice decorations,
like flowers on the tables. Now, there's no
decorations, no nothing. I mean, do you
like this tablecloth?" she asks, pointing
to a terribly chinzy, pink and greenish
floral print that looked like it could have
been the same fabric as your
grandmother's drapes.
"Well, I think this tablecloth is ugly."
TrinSpotting does toojeannette. "Before,
the Bistro used to look fancy, it looked
classy. Now it looks all plain and ugly."
She trails off. "Well if I keep telling you
all this I'm never going to finish. But I do
like the smoothies, I think my favorite is
the strawberry kind with the yogurt."
She gets up to read the board. "Yeah, I like
the number two, the Strawberry Squeeze.
I think they should have the same specials they used to have to attract the kids.
But they say they don't have enough
money to buy the meat. The business is
much slower now. Before at this time, the
Bistro would be packed."
I look around and see only three other
students occupying one table across the
room. "I'd be busy walking around, filling the shelves, making sure everything
was in order. But now, they don't know
how to run the place. We used to run the
Bistro like we used to run it, that's all."
As far as the recent cutting in workers' hours goes, Jeannette is not happy.
Her weekly hours, as of November 1, will
drop from thirty-eight to twenty-four.
Her benefits will be get cut off and her
holiday pay will get cut off as well. "I get
a lot of bills," she says, "so I don't know
what I am going to do."
Chartwells doesn't provide overtime
the way Jeannette was used to under
Marriott, so even before the hour cuts, she
was making less money than1 before.

white shirt and black pants, Jeannette
also wears her son's gold necklace, a little
gold saint on a chain. Which saint this
is, Jeannette doesn't know, but her son
gave her the necklace, so she wears it every day.
Growing up in Hartfordjeannette has
seen the city change over the years that
she has been here. "The biggest problem
with the world, 1 think, is that there are
too many killingsanddrugs. In the early
90s it was a lot worse, now it is slowing
down. Personally I think people should
have never invented these kinds of drugs.
All they do is cause crimes and bad
things. I think that the only way to solve
this problem is to get rid of the drugs that
are causing the problem in the first place.
We just need to get rid of them."
Jeannette doesn't have a lot of regrets
in her life, although she says that if she
could do it all again, she wouldn't have
become pregnant so early. "What I know
now, I wouldn't have done it again. But I.
love my son." When Task Jeanette what
kinds of things she would like to accoin-.
plish before the end of her life, she says,
"Well I want to do a lot of things. I want
to earn a lot of money so that.l can give
some of it to charity to help sick kids."
She laughs. "And 1 also want to learn how
to play on the computer. I see all these
kids messing around on the computer'
and I'm like, 1 want to know how to do.
that."

/••"" "•;'•' '

"'.]

Jeannette would like to thank all the
students for their support. "There are lots
of friendly students here," she says.
"There are a lot who say 'thankyou' and
things like that and then there are a lot
of, well, like normal people, you know,
, who just go by and don't say anything."
Hmmiri, TrinSpotting hopes she is not •
just another one of those normal people.
But Jeannette says that she is always;
looking out for the students. "If you need
anything, I'm always here. Iwon't.let you
down." Thank you jeannette.
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Fie
The Red Cross Still Needs Vou
In the initial aftermath of the World Trade they were HIV-positive came from men who
Center tragedy, concerned Americans lined up reported a history of male-male sexual contact.
at blood centers across the nation. Trinity stu- These data support the need to continue interdents who arrived at American Red Cross viewing potential donors about behavior that
(ARC) Centers in Hartford and Farmington just present a risk of HIV infection.
hours after this catastrophe waited up to three
In addition, anyone who has visited an area
hours to give blood; others arriving later that where malaria is endemic cannot give blood.
afternoon were turned away because the ARC But because of this careful scrutiny and the testdid not have the staff to accommodate the ing of all samples for HIV, hepatitis B and C, and
crowds of volunteer donors. A week later, the syphilis, the nation's blood supply is currently
ARC, grappling with an unprecedented over- extremely safe. You have about a one in a milsupply of blood, issued a statement requesting lion chance of contracting HIV or hepatitis C
that potential donors delay donating till after from a transfusion.
the current stockpile expired - that is, 42 days
The greatest threat to the blood supply is not
after obtaining these early samples.
the restrictions, however; it is the dearth of
It is disconcerting that it has taken a national healthy potential donors. Dr. Bernadine Healy,
disaster to increase the public's awareness of the president of the ARC, says that only 5 percent
daily need for blood. In fact, just before that of eligible donors donate in any given year. And,
event, blood bank supplies last summer were those who regularly give blood do so only 1.5
running about 66%behind demand, which has times a year although it is safe to donate once
risen one percent each year since 1994, largely every eight weeks, or six times a year.
because of an aging, and sicker, population and
On Monday, October 29, you will have an opan increase in more complex surgeries. A single portunity to maintain the nation's blood reliver transplant can use 120 units of donated serves. Psi Upsilon is sponsoring a blood drive
blood.
from 9:00am to 4:00pm that day in the WashStricter requirements for donors also con trib- ington Room.
P.S. on Anthrax: Big change from last week.
ute to these shortages. As of September 17, anyone who resided in the United Kingdom for More cases, more concern. Stay calm, alert, and
more than three years or in Europe for more informed.
than six years will be ineligible to donate. Blood
"The Student Body" is a weekly health-advobanks also reject any male who has had sex will cacy columnfrom the Health Center. Please subanother male, even one time, after 1977. In re- mit topics or questions for future discussion to
sponse to the questioning of this exclusion cri- Kathy Groff Assistant Director.The Health Centerion by an anonymous letter to the editor of ter(www.kathleen.groff@trincoll.eduorx2018).
the New Englandjournal of Medicine (April 11, You can also make your comments on line at
1996), physicians from the CDC and FDA wrote: the Health Center website (www.trincoll.edu/
A study of 19 large U.S blood centers revealed depts/student-services/health_center.htm).All
that 43% of all donations discarded because submissions remain anonymous.

WHAT DO YOU REMEMBER
MOST ABOUT
HOMECOMING THIS YEAR?
ABBIE POMEROY '02

"Was it Homcoming?"

SARAH HACKETT '03

"The alumni crosscountry race at 9:30 AM."

ADAM CHETKOWSKI '02

"All the crazy antics of
Saturday night, especially at AD."

For an appointment,

Community Activist
of the Week:
Kelly Fay '03

Travelers Financial
Service
w ww .

Kelly Fay'03

KARAKLENK

This week's Community Activist epitomizes the capacity for service by
Greek organizations. Kelly Fay, the Philanthropy Chair of Kappa Kappa
Gamma, organized over 60 sorority members to participate in the Breast Cancer Awareness walk on Sunday, October 14. Donning blue shirts and pink solidarity ribbons, the girls met other Kappa from UConn for the walk through
Bushnell Park. Each new pledge obtained the support of five sponsors and
collectively Kappa raised an impressive $1,500. Kelly's dedication to this important cause, and her ability to enlist all the members of Kappa, really set an
example of service for other organizations to follow

•

t r a v e l e r s . c o m

Information Session
w h e n : Tuesday, November 6,
2001, 7:00 PM to 8:30 PM
w h e r e : Career Services Office

-Dana Betterton
for

Information Technology
Leadership Program

w h e n ; Wednesday, November 7,
2001, 8:30 AM to 3:30 PM
w h e r e : Career Services Office.
Resume deadline is Sunday,
Nov. 4 . Apply now!
Log onto Trinity Recruiting at
www.trincoll.erecruiting.com. View the calendar
event, post your resume online, and reserve your
time slot for an interview NOW!
A Kil'PAC'.W/ IM'.IJ

Kappa Kappa Gamma raised $1,500 walking for breast cancer last Sunday.
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Photos by Kristin Powell, Carolyn Rucci, Jim Sethna
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8 Years Later: The Return of Anna Deavere Smith
After 8 Long Years Away, AnnaDeavere Smith Returned to Trinity to Share Stories,Lessons, and Fun
plete edition of Shakespeare the radio off, but to no avail.
and finding a random fourteen This received numerous laughs
Arts Editor
lines. She then told us of the from the audience.
hours she spent reading and reFinally, the woman rememThis last Tuesday, October 6, reading a scene from King Lear. bered that a non-Jewish person
Anna Deavere Smith came to The passage she opened up to could turn off the radio, if they
Trinity. Smith has appeared on was a soliloquy from Queen were not directly asked to do so.
TV hits like The Practice and Margaret. After hours, she be- Therefore the woman finds a
The West Wingand has even ap- lieved that she could see Queen black boy who was not wearing
peared in such movies as Dave, Margaret standing in the corner. a yarmulke. She then mentions
Philadelphia, and The Ameri- However I think a few choice that the radio was on. The black
canPresident. To say she is a ver- substances might have helped boy looked at her and shrugged
his shoulders.
satile actress would be a grave her "see" Queen Margaret.
Then the Jewish woman
understatement.
At this point she explained
From her youth in segregated her primary reason for doing mentioned that she didn't know
Baltimore to her continual what she did. She wanted to see how to turn off the radio. Fisearch of America, she dazzled America through people's nally, the boy decided to go in
us with her incredible acting words, much like she saw and shut off the radio. He then
and held us spellbound until Queen Margaret through hers. showed her the on/off switch
Only when she became them and he simply turned the radio
the end.
This was unlike any show was she able to understand their off. The funny part came when
she mentioned that the boy was
that I have ever seen. Instead of life.
probably telling his family that
She
gave
us
a
very
comical
simply telling stories, Smith bethe Jews, who were supposedly
example
between
a
Jewish
came the individual telling the
smart,
couldn't turn off a simple
women
and
a
black
boy
in
New
story . For example, she imiradio! .
York
City.
Apparently
i
t
was
the
tated a friend of hers, Studs
She also told a story which
Turkel, and spent a good deal of Jewish Sabbath, and having
the show being him. I have electricity on was not accepted. featured a two sided argument.
never met Studs Turkel before, Smith portrayed a Jewish The first view was that of a
but I now have a precise idea of
what he looks like, how he talks,
Smith used a great deal of dialogue, but
and also how he thinks.
the most importsant part was what she
Smith used a great deal of dialogue, but the most important
showed us.
part was what she showed us.
She also mixed in stories told
in first person (her first per- woman who explained what black Muslim leader. Now, I
son), to help the audience un- can and can't be done on that think of myself as an openderstand the way she turned auspicious day. She claimed that minded individual and one
into her present character, her- her baby had been playing with open to opposing view points,
self. I found a story about her the radio controls and had acci- but what this person said made
college d ays absolutely fascinat- dentally turned on the radio. me sick. This individual praised
Not only that, but the radio had Louis Ferakahn and essentially
ing.
BY JIM SETHNA

.
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home, choose a passage from
Shakespeare, and read it until
something happened. (Trinity
Professors, why don't you give
this type of assignment to your,
next class?) She commented
about how she chose the passage, simply opening up a com-

Apparently it was okay for
the child to do so as he didn't
know what he was doing. However, the adults were not allowed to touch the radio. So, for
the next few minutes Smith
acted out the woman doing her
best to get the poor child to turn

Anna Deavere Smith

ROYCECARLTON.INC

about memories from the Holo- sion she ended her show. The
caust the next minute. Smith standing room only audience
gave me chills, as I am sure she jumped off their seats and gave
did for the rest of the audience. her a well-deserved standing
Smith enacted a long account ovation. The thunderous apof a jury member on the second plause seemed to last forever as
Rodney King trial. In the origi- she took a few bows. A short
nal trial, the four officers who question and answer session folattacked Rodney King, as por- lowed.
trayed on videotape for millions
After the show, 1 took a few
to see, were all acquitted. In the minutes and chatted with some
second trial two of the officers of the many groups that were
were found guilty while two forming. Professor Todd Vogel,
were acquitted. In her perfor- Director of the American Studmance, Smith played a Hispanic ies Program said of the perforwoman that was on the jury.
mance, " Mesmerizing. She had
Over the course of the many a lot to say to us. I hope people
very funny skits, she portrayed take the time to really let this
the slow pedantic speed at sink in and discuss it." .
which the jurors took in the
Caeana Sanders, '04, said,
case. At one point, she even "...True diversity is not just a
played every one of the charac- bunch of different types of
ld
h
^te
fc*tedM¥lik
"'people otifdatrtpus Real'diver-'
the
snobby
white
woman.
sity comes when all people start
I essentially tuned out as I reAccording to many in atten- to think in different ways and
ally did not feel like listening to
this individual any longer. dance a piece that Smith did on learn new ideas that they had
Smith then portrayed a Jewish a former Trinity student was the never considered before."
One thing I noticed was that
Holocaust survivor. It was a most riveting. This former student
felt
that
the
environment
she
offered no opinion. This was
little eerie watching one person
argue that the Holocaust was a that Trinity offered did not an excellent approach as it ofsham one minute and then talk match one where she was able fered both sides of the issue in
to fully express herself. Smith a relatively unbiased format.

CINESTUDIO

Smith offered no opinion. This was an
excellent approach as it offered both sides
of the issue in a relativly unbiased format

Calle54
(Spain/France, 2000) Directed by Fernando Trueba. With: Paquito D'Rivera, Eliane
Elias, Chano Dominguez, Jerry Gonzalez and the Fort Apache Band, Michel Camilo,
Gato Barbieri, Tito Puente, Hilton Ruiz, Bebo Valdes, Chucho Valdes, Dave Valentin
and Chico O'Farrill.
Latino jazz is setting the world on fire with its potent mix of social protest,
storytelling, sexuality, rhythm and the sheer joyful celebration of life. Director
Trueba mixes shots of musicians from Tito Punete to Gato Barbieri with intimate instudio live performances. Speaker: LiseWaxeir, Music Department of Trinity College.
105 min.

The Deep End
: (2001) Written and directed by Scott McGehee and David Siegel, based on the novel
The Blank Wai! by Elizabeth Sanxay Holding. Cast: Tilda Swinton, Goran Visnjic,
Jonathan Tucker, Peter Donat.
The Deep End begins with a portrait of that certain kind of upper middle class life
that looks indestructible from the outside. With her Naval officer husband away,
Tilda Swinton confidently handles her handsome home near Lake Tahoe, her three
children and her father-in-law. It all starts too fall apart when she discovers the body
of a murdered sleazy nightclub owner on their property-and then learns he was having an affair with her 17-year-old son. A moody, multileveled mystery that delves into
the muddy waters of mother and son relationships. Winner, Best Cinematography,
Sundance Film Festival. 99 min.

Run Lola, Run
(Germany, 1998) Written and directed by Tom Tykwer Cast:FrankaPotente,Moritz
Bleihtreu, Herbert Knaupjoachim Krol.
Before The Usual Suspects and Memento, this cheeky German film dazzled audiences around the globe with i ts concentric maze of a narrative. The setup: a post-punk
German girl named Lola with flaming red hair gets a phone call from her boyfriend,
who left a bag containing 100,000 deutsche marks on the subway. If he doesn't deliver the money to a gangster in 20 minutes, he'll be killed. Lola's brilliant 20 minute
run, in search of the money and/or the truth, is replayed three times-and each wildly
kinetic sprint reveals another piece of the puzzle. 81 min.

portrayed a woman who was Thus, audience members were
saddened that her sexuality able to choose which side of the
would not be tolerated on this issue supported their beliefs.
campus. This student ended up
However the most important
leaving after her second semes- aspect was that the audience
ter of her freshman year.
• was able to see the opposing
This.piece struck a chord view point presented in a posiwith many people as they could tive light.
sympathyze for her situation. : I was very happy to see
Trinity can be a campus where , groups.forming to discuss what
certain types of cliques exists. If Smith had said. That is the type
one does not look, behave, or do of intellectual atmosphere I
certain things, they may feel left have come.to expect here at
out. I assume, that was what Trinity. Oth,er random comhappened with this young ments that 1 heard included
woman.
such things as," The people who
...... Jt is, true that Trinity is not a ; should have been here, were not
campus where'there are many here", and, "the real losers were
openly gay/lesbian students. those who didn't attend. "I will
- This istdK type of thing which not comment on the first, but I
wilLs.purdebate.Smce I believe , dp have to agree on the second.
thaf some of the greatest open • All in all a magnificent time
discussions occur on college was had by those in.a ttendance..
, campuses, I am in favor of it. In , 1 was very glad that I was there
any event a discussion group as was the rest of the crowd. 1 do
was formed after Smith's pre- not recall one person leaving
sentation to address these con- early or riot standing at the end.
cerns. .• . : • •''• .;.;••
Eyeryone in attendance had a
I look forward to hearing the great time. A.note to professors:
results of that discussion group Smith showed up eight years
on this campus. One thing is for ago prior to Tuesday night's
sure: this campus will never be performance. If she comes back'
the same again.
in another eight years, I strongly
After her closing statement^ urge you to attend, you won't be
which included a quick impres- disappointed.
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A Look Behind the Creator of Moveable Joints
Amanda Holden, Director of Trinity's First Improvisational Comedy Troupe: Moveable Joints
BY CYNTHIA CONVEY

Arts Writer

Amanda Holden's apartment is quite
lively. She
has
several
out-of-town guests staying with her, her
two Siamese cats are always
under foot, the phone is ringing, and random and mysterious crashes can
be heard from the other room.
Somehow, though, she manages to
keep her cool and focus on my interview. As 1 interrogate her from across
the kitchen table, she pays complete
attention, occasionally reaching up to
pet the cat that paces between our
faces. She doesn't know what I'm
about to ask, she hasn't had any time
to prepare answers, and yet she
responds calmly and articulately to
never-ending inquiries about the
root of her inspiration, her hopes for
her thesis, and the group in general.
As I watch her I realize that this stability under pressure is directly linked
to her success as an improv coach and
performer—she keeps on her toes, remains animated, and is able to think
in a pinch...motivation enough to attend the next Moveable Joints performance, isn't it?
What is improvisational comedy?
Improv developed as a rehearsal process, but I'm using it as the actual performance, versus a training experience.
I think of it as an art.
It's about learning to trust your instincts and train yourself to become a
better listener and a better performer.
Ok, tell us about your group.
lld
^
'Moveable Joints',

and 1 developed it as part of my senior
thesis. As a theatre/dance major, I'm required to have have two components to
my thesis: written and performance.
The group is my performance element.
1 hope, though, that after 1 graduate, the
group will continue to thrive.
Have you always had an interest in
improvisation? What prompted you to
start a group?
Ever since I came to Trinity, 1 was inspired to start a group like this one. The
details didn't come into focus until recently, though, and I'm pleased with the
result. I feel as though the group brings
some comic relief to our campus.
It seems as if it would be difficult to
rehearse for something that's as
N'ilTT! NPOV.rU
spontaneous as improv. How do you
prepare for your performances?
We play lots of games to get ourselves Kara Klenk '02 and Amanda Holden '02 perform in an inprov performance
warmed up and inspired. We also talk
about what's working and what isn't comes out first is always right, and that's Where: the Underground Coffeehouse.
within the group, and what we learned hard to remember when you're put on' When: Look for flyers and announcefrom our last performance. We draw the spot and everyone is expecting you ments. The final performances will be
a lot of ideas from improv-based to be witty. An actor's instincts are so December 7at9:00p.m., and December
shows like Who's Line is it Anyway? important in every project, not just 8th at 5:00, both performances in
Basically, we just mess around and improv. So, basically my suggestion is Germany Hall (Austin Arts Center),
have
a
lot
of
fun. just to go with the flow and have fun and attendance is free. The group includes the following members: Sasha
p l a y i n g .
Bratt '03, Emily Fleischer '03, Alison
When on stage, what are some of
the primary challenges you face? Are
Is there a certain dynamic that makes Haden '02, Kara Klenk '02, Marisa
Lindsey '03 John McCormick '04 and
there any relaxation techniques or for a successful improv group?
Lindsay Schneiderr '04. Be sure to get
tricks you share with your group to What do you look for?
combat these hurdles?
Everybody needs to be able to listen, out and see the group perform. It's an
One of the main challenges an ac- that's really vital. A common opportunity to experience something
tor faces when doing improv is the misperception is that everyone also different and interesting, not to mennatural tendency to refuse his or her needs to be funny, but tha t's not the case. tion funny. Who knows, you may defellow performer's suggestions, and get You just need to be able to go with the cide to give it a try yourself—there are
embarrassed. It's so important to al- flow arid think on your toes. It's impos- most likely going to be auditions for
ways say 'yes' to whatever happens on sible to be a successful improv. performer new members this spring—so keep on
your toes!
stage, and not to be alraid. Whatever if ycm'rc performing for yourself

Independent Educational Services
hasJOBSs
Teachers, Interns, and Administrators
_Sunday Worship at the Chapel

Aa Bb Cc
IES is a non-profit search firm that assists
independent schools in recruiting novice and
experienced teachers and administrators.

Do you possess
• experience working with children
• a strong academic record
• athletics, coaching, or other
extracurricular experience
• a willingness to consider moving

Nov. 4 - Holy Eucharist [All Saints]
Nov. 11 - Evensong
5:05 PM Holy Eucharist (spoken)
Nov. 18-Holy Eucharist

deadline:
Wednesday,
October 24, 2001

Log onto Trinity Recruiting at
http://trincoll.erecruiting.com, find
Independent Educational Services in
employers, post your resume online, and
reserve your time slot for an interview

NOW!

Schedule for
Sundays at 4:15PM
Oct. 28 - Holy Eucharist

If so, apply for these jobs now!
Application
Interview:
Thursday, Nov. 1 2001
8:30am - 3:30pm
Career Services Office

This year the Sunday 4:15 PM service in the Chapel will
alternate between "ChoralEvensong"and "Holy Eucharist."
On Sundays where there is Choral Evensong,
the service will be followed by Holy Eucharist (spoken) in the
Crypt Chapel at 5:05PM.

Nov. 25
No services - Thanksgiving Holiday
Dec.2 - Evensong
[Advent Sunday]
5:05 PM Holy Eucharist (spoken)
Dec. 9
4PM&7PM
Festival Service of Lessons & Carols

CR
8 S

Dec. 16-Holy Eucharist
[Last service for semester]
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The Closet, an Intriguing Independent Film
A Comedy That is Based on Perception and on How we Evaluate Certain Things in our Lives

the way out, and is soon to lose
his job. Since his job is all that
he has, (his wife left him, and
his son never speaks to him,) it
seems as if all hope is lost. However, by a feline twist of fate,
Pignon meets a new next door
neighbor, with whom he forges
a rapport. Together, they devise
a plan so that Pignon can keep
his job.

co-worker Santini (Gerard
Depardieu) is coerced into believing that frisjob is on the line
due to his blatant homophobic
attitude. What results is the following: the courting of a faux
gay man by an extremely homophobic jock.
Needless to say, this little
game produces some hilarious
results. One of the movies'more

taken Pignon. In trying to win
Pignon's favor, and thus save his
job, Santini pathetically attempts to show his support for
gays. It comes off horribly
wrong however, and Santini
professes that his love of rugby
boils down to the "steamy
shower room where the guys
soap each other's backs." Such
hilarious scenes along these
lines ensue as Santini's courting
of Pignon continues.
But all is not yet worked out.
Enter the PR man again, and his
brilliant idea number two. Since
Pignon was kept on because of
his sexuality, it is decided that
he will become the company's
official liaison to the gay community.
With a plot that centers
around a float in the gay parade,
and one outrageous hat, Pignon
comes out of a closet he never
entered. The televised parade
attracts the attention of his estranged wife and son, and before
long, Pignon is sharing a particular type of smoke with his
son. (hint hint nudge nudge
wink wink.) As the spotlight
around Pignon intensifies, his
skeptical female co-worker of
seven years decides to re-examine the photos...
The truth emerges, Santini
visits an asylum, Pignon
clears things up with his wife,
and there is a great heterosexual sex scene as an added
bonus. All in all this was the
type of film that was not only
enjoyable to watch, but also

imenin

lnafancyrestaurantSantinihas

whichhad the audience laugh-

BY MATTHEW
BARISON

Arts Writer

The Closet, which premiered at Ginestudio last
week, was a thoroughly enjoyable comic ride, without
much substance at all. This
movie puts a very funny spin
on the serious subject of being
gay and out at work.
Enter our main character,
Francis Pignon, who is played
by Daniel Auteuil (The
Widow of St. Pierre, Gi rl on the

Bridge.) He is an accountant
at the local latex processing
plant, a hard working, but
underappreciated man. Overhearing a conversation in the
bathroom at work, he learns
from a higher up that he is on

a gay bar so that Pignon becomes one of them. Then, send
the photos anonymously to his
work. As soon as Pignon's female co-workers get hold of the
photos in the daily mail, it's
not an hour before everyone in
the company has seen the pictures.
Of course the photos make
it up all the way to the boss,
and here enters the PR man,
horrified that others may believe that Pignon's firing was
due to his being gay. To save
any possible loss of face, the
higher-ups decide to keep
Pignon on.
Although everything seems
fine at this point, had that been
the end of the movie, it would
have been a rather meager 20
minutes. The real twist comes
in when Pignon's'homophobic

All in all this was the type of film that
was not only enjoyable to watch, but also
had some hilarious moments which had
the audience laughing out loud.

WWW.IMDB.COME

A Scene from The Closet

ing out loud. But it's a silly
movie, and although there
seemed to be the opportunity to
make some sort of larger statement, it was never made.
The underlying theme of The
Closet is the role of being out at
work, an issue which today
causes a great deal of controversy, pain, and suffering for
many. For this film, the sober
reality of the issue is cast aside
for a few laughs, at the expense
of the gay and straight commuPerhaps one of The Closet's

greatest strengths is its ability
to speak to both communities,
poke fun at them, and get them
both to laugh together in the
same movie theater. If this is
the only thing that the movie
accomplished, then that alone
makes it worthy.
By laughing at each other,
we laugh with each other, and
find some common ground,
just like Santini and Pignon.
Take your boyfriend, or girlfriend to this movie, and when
it's all over, remind-them1 that
you love them.

The areas hottest bands
compete for over $10,000
in cash and prizes
Every Low Budget Thursday
beginning OGT 35
GRAND'PRIZE
$3500 cash
demo recording at Planet of Sound Studios
booking for Block Party 3002
radio play on WMRQ Radio 104
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LECTURES

PERFORMANCES

Reproductive Rights

Nitza Tufino: 30 Years in Public Art

Faye Wattleton, former President of the Planned
Parenthood Federation of America, will speak on
the threat to reproductive rights here and abroad
on Wednesday, October 24, at 7 PM, Rittenberg
Lounge. All are welcome.

This prolific artist's work echos ancient Taino
images as well as the rich Caribbean culture
forged from the "500-year stew" of Amerindian,
African and European experience. Her large
carved linoleum plates are first pressed into huge
clay slabs to make polychrome ceramic bas-reliefs, then inked with a roller to make prints on
delicate rice paper. The exhibit will remain open
daily through Wednesday, October 24 in Austin Arts Center, Widener Gallery 1-6 PM. FREE.

Human Rights Lecture
"The Death Penalty. Can Revenge Bring about
Justice?" On April 19,1995, at 9:02 in the morning,
Bud Welch's life changed forever. His beloved 23year old daughter Julie was killed, along with 167
others in the bomb blast that destroyed the Murrah
Federal Building in Oklahoma City. Mr. Welch, a
member of the Murder Victims Families for Reconciliation, will share the story of his journey. He
has been instrumental in the creation of a national
memorial in Oklahoma City and was named Abolitionist of the Year in 1999 by the National Coalition to Abolish the death penalty.
America's death penalty has become the focus
of increased scrutiny in the wake of studies and
surveys revealing evidence of a terribly flawed
system. Since 1973,88 wrongfully convicted men
and women have been freed from death row. Others have not been so lucky. TheExonerated is a new
play based on interviews with eleven innocent
people who almost slipped through the cracks.
Created by Jessica Blank and Erik Jensen, two ex. traordinary young writers/actors who crisscrossed America to unearth these stories of
injustice. The lecture will be delivered October 25,
2001,4:00 - 6:30 PM, Wean Terrace Room B, Mather
Hall.

Anna Deavere Smith Follow-Up
Discussion
In her presentation last Tuesday evening, performance artist Anna Deavere Smith, delivered a powerful testimony by a former Trinity student who
is gay and who has recently left the College in part
because she believed she could not be herself here.
The student was deeply distressed by what she experienced as an atmosphere of narrowness and intolerance among students toward fellow students
who do not conform to a very narrow range of acceptable backgrounds, behavior, and thought. After the presentation an announcement was made
regarding a follow up discussion. Individuals who
wish to work toward making Trinity's climate
more embracing of difference are invited to join
us for a discussion of what we have experienced
and what we can do to make a change. The first
meeting of this group will occur Tuesday, October
23,7 PM at Mather Hall, Terrace Room B. If you are
committed to making a change at Trinity, please
join us for this informal but very important meeting.

LUNCHES
Hillel Lunch, Israel Today
Trinity College Hillel invites you to a lunch
program: What is Really Happening in Israel
Today? The speaker will be David Zev Harris,
News Director of Internet and Jerusalem Post
Radio. Born in London, UK, David Zev Harris
spent six years studying Middle-Eastern politics
and journalism at the University of Manchester
and the University of Central Lancashire. He
worked for the BBC from 1992-1996, when he
moved permanently to Israel. Since then, he has
been working at the Jerusalem Post, first as an
economics writer, then as the Post's senior political correspondent. Mr. Harris was instrumental
in establishing Jerusalem Post Radio and is now
the news director of both Jerusalem Post Radio
and the Jerusalem Post's breaking-news team. He
is a frequent commentator on Israeli affairs for
the BBC, CBS, Fox TV and many other international radioand television networks.Kosher deli
luneh sponsored by Trinity College Hillel: All are1r
welcome. Thursday, October 25, Noon-l:30 PM
Rittenberg Lounge, Mather Hall.

Laramie Project Participant Speaks
Trinity Alum Stephen Belber, an associate
writer and original cast member of The Laramie
Project will be speaking about his experiences
with the project on Tuesday, October 23, at 4:30 PM,
McCook Auditorium. This event will be sponsored
"^Tte^PW
Program,
• the -Office-- of
g
h
d
ff
Multicultural Affairs, the Dean of Student's
Office
and the Office of the President. Refreshments will
be served.

Go Down On Us!!!
Become a campus rep. Earn free trips and cash.
Choose from 8 destinations,
USASPRINGBREAK.com

Spring Break!
Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun and Jamaica
, Is am .$45Q.tAi)r^,-tiotelt,.Transfei^;Pa:r.'Ue«-;a|}d.M(SE

Organize small group-earn FREE trips plus
Commission! Call 1-800-GET-SUN-l

Women's Center Lunch Series

John Hanson Mitchell Reading &
Booksigning

COLLEGE STUDENTS!!!

"Moving Through Shame and Guilt: Reflections on Ch ildhood Sexual Abuse." The presenter
will be Krystyna Obst, Chemistry Dept. Please
bring your own lunch; coffee, cookies and fruit
provided. Wednesday, October. 24,12:30 PM,
Women's Center Lounge.

John Hanson Mitchell will read from his new
book, The Wi Idest Place on Earth: Italian Gardens
and the Invention ofWilderness at Hamlin Hall on
Thursday, 25 October at 4:30 PM. Mitchell will be
promoting his new book, as well as his visit to Trinity College, in an interview on the Faith Middleton
Show on National Public Radio (90.5 FM) on Tuesday, 23 October. The live interview is scheduled
to air between 3:00 PM and 3:30 PM.
He is the president of The Massachusetts
Audubon Society and editor of Sanctuary: The
Journal of the Massachusetts Audubon Society. A
Field Guide to Your Own Back Yard was the winner of the non-fiction category for the New England Book Awards in 2000.

Really want a JOB this semester? We are looking
for friendly, ambitious GenXers to help us expand
our marketing team in this area. No experience
necessary. Set your own hours. Call Frank or
Monica 860-487-8529

Language Tables
Join the weekly language tables for a very informal and casual conversation (All levels welcome) over lunch at the following tables in
Hamlin Hall:
German: Mondays Noon to 1:00 PM
French: Tuesdays Noon to 1:00 PM
Japanese.- Tuesdays 12:20 to 1:10 PM
Russian: Wednesdays Noon to 1:00 PM
Hebrew: Thursdays 12:40 to 1:15 PM
Italian:
Thursdays 12:30 PM
Spanish: Thursdays Noon to 1:30 PM
Questions? Contact Rosalie Angelo x2543

Fraterniries, Sororities, Clubs, Student
Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising
event. Does not involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.co, at 1-888-923-3238,
or visit wwwcampusfundraiser.com.

Tripod Writers Wanted!!!

Weekly Bible Study
Join the informal faculty /student weekly Bible
study and discussion Wednesday at Noon in hte
second floor of McCook. A kosher deli lunch will
be provided.

Luce Scholars Program Application
Deadline Change
. As a result of widespread interest in the Luce
Scholars Program, a new deadline of Monday, November 12th, has been set for Trinity applications.
The Luce Selection Committee will read the applications and interview candidates on campus
during the week of the 12th, and revised applications, as well as all application materials (letters
of reference, etc.) will be due to Professor Tam in
Modern Languages no later than Monday, NOVEMBER 26th. Applications and additional information are available through Prof. King Fai Tam
of the Modern Languages Department. The Trinity College deadline for initial submission of application essays this year is Wednesday, November
12. Interested students should contact Prof. Tam
at x2167 or via email at KingFai.Tam@trincoll.edu
as soon as possible.
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SATURDAY^'Oct.if- /: . : x

RomanCatholic Mass- Crypt
Chapel
.'-.
:."
Carillon Lessons
v: :
Change Ringing Lessons , ;
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THURSDAY-Oct. 25
; \ 6:30PM ; o : : ZEN Meditation - Crypt Chapel
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Free Delivery
233-8888 ORIGINAL MEW YORK P B M

if
Large Cheese Pizza

$7.00

495 Farmington Avenue

Pick-up Only!
Monday Only!

Wedeliver anywhere in ffesf Eartkrd or Hartford
$7,00 minimum
for delivery

233-8888
Open 7 days a week -11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.

Use your charge card
for any delivery.,.
($19.90 minimum)

We deliver slices and cigarettes

Small 12" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Medium 16" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sfcilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Small
Medium
Large
Sicilian
Cheese
..........
$7.50..
$9.85 „«......„..„ $13.00
$13.00
PepperonI Pepperoni
$9.00
... $13.00
$17.00
$18.00
Veggie....
:..........
$10.00 ..„.„.,,
$14.85
S17.50 .....,......;..
$18,50
Sgt, Pepperoni Special
.$11.50..-.
$18.00
$22.00
$22.00
Additional Toppings
.,. ..
...;.$.50. «„„.„..„.
$1,00
$1.50
,,.$1.50
TOPPJNG& Pepperani, Salvage, Meatball, MusJwoom, Peppery Onions, White. Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamtagef, Eggplant, Fresti Garlso. Tomatoes and Ham.

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

Our win handmade pfeza dough stuffed with Rfcofta, Mozzarelte and Parmesan '
cheeses btentted with your choice of filing and a side cup of marinara. sauce,

with your choice ol lettuce,tomato,onions, peppers, ofives, mushiaoms,
mayo, B8G sauce, hot peppers, oil, vtoegar, mustard, ketchup.

Philly Cheese Steak

„

M

Philly Cheese Steak vWBacon

$6.25

Philly
Cheese
Steak w/Extra Steak
Chicken
Parmigiana

•

$5,50

$7.45
$5.15

Calzone
.„.
each additional filling

,..

$4.90
$ ,50

APPETIZERS

Buffalo Tenders
(6) for $5.75
-"
"
—) hot or suicide)
(12) for $6.00
Meatball Parmigiana
..„,....„.„.,. $5.15 Chicken Fingers
$6.00
Ham, Salami, Cheese
$5.40
Mozzarefla Sticks
,......„
..(7)for$4J5
Ham & Cheese
„ .„,..
.,„„„.....:„.;. $5.15
Onion Rings ..„.......: .;..
$3.20
Turkey & Cheese
.......„.„„.,..„.«
.„„.......,..,. $5.15
French Fries-.,,
$2.65
Tuna & Cheese
...,..,..,.....,......<......,......<._.:.:.,,._ $5.15
Cheese Fries
.„.;;....
",
$3.70
Fried Dough
(8) for $2.50
Veggie & Cheese
.......................
14.50
Breadsticks
_.,.....^...,..
(8) for $2.50
Pepperoni & Cheese ,„.. .„,..„„
...,.„.„... $5.40
Garlic Bread
: ..-., ..........,....$1.85
, Salami & Cii$ese..,...,.,..,.,,.~,..,,,,»
14.90
Gartic Bread w/cheese
.,..•
...$2.40
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese
$5,S5
Chips
,
$.50
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese.....................
„.„.„.. $6.00
BLT a Cheese
.........|4.25 .SALABS.. . .
•,•••••
••-•••
Tossed Salad ...,.,.,<,.„...,...
$4.05
Grilled Ham & Chees©....„««•
$4.90
Antipasto Salad
$5,75
DINNERS
Tuna Salad'
.....:.....„„... .......................I5.75
served w/garlic bread w/cheese
• Lasagna• Manicottl • Ravioli •Stuffed Shells •
$6.30 (with Meat - $1 .QO extra)

All prices do not include tax.

Extra Dressing ..,.,.„.„.„,

„.......„.

D R E S S I N G S ; ftench, Blue CJieese, Italian, Rat'Free Italian •

$3.25

SODAS (one liter) $1.60

Order of FRIED DOUGH jFREE Order ofGARLIC BREAD ji
P i z z a O r d e r § with Any Medium Pi^za Order I

$2.50 OFF
Any Large Pizza
coypon • Coupon cannot t » combined.
coupon betore ordwlng

I

I
8
8
I

••••i:'

Triple Chocolate Cake

r

I . Must pfoseni coupon - Coupon cannot be combined,
S1 •' \ ; % / Must mention coupon before ordering

.,_..,.„$.50
'

BESS1ETS
Coke, Die! Coke, Sprite, :Iced Tea

i

:

Must present coupon - Coupon cannot to combined.
Must mo lit Ion coupon baforo ordering

$1.00 OFF
Any Small Fizza
Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.
Mu*t <nert!ion coupon b«fore ordnrins

§

..(twoliter) $2.50
Coke, Sprite, Grape, Orange

$2.00 OFF
Any Medium
Must present coupon - Coupon cannot bo combined
Most mention coupon bcloro ordering

Large Cheese PIzasa $7.00
with purchase of any
Must pr«f«nt coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon b*fore ordsrfng

I
I
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NESCAC SCOREBOARD
Men's Soccer:

Football:

Standings

NESCAC
Overall
W L T Pet. W L T
Williams
8 0 0 1.000 12 0 0
Middlebury 5 1 2 .750
6 5 2
Bowdoin
4 2 1 .643
8 3 1
Amherst
4 2 2 .625
6 4 2
Tufts
5 3 0 .625
9 3 0
Wesleyan
3 4 1 .438
7 4 1
Bates
2 3 2 .429
6 4 2
Trinity
3 5 0 .375
6 6 0
Colby
1 1 0 .125
5 8 0
Conn. Colles;eO 8 0 .000
4 9 0

Standings
Pet.
1.000
.538
.708
.583
.750
.625
.583
.500
.385
.308

Amherst
Williams
Tufts
Trinity
Wesleyan
Colby
Middlebury
Bowdoin
Bates
Hamilton

Women's Soccer:
Standings

NESCAC
VV L T Pet.
1.000
Williams
9 0 0
.667
Middlebury 6 3 0
5 3 1 .611
Amherst
5 3 1 .611
Bowdoin
Bates
5 3 1 .611
5 4 0 .556
Tufts
.333
3 6 0
Trinity
2 6 1 .278
Colby
Conn. College 1 6 ,2 .222
1 8 0 .111,
Wesleyan

Overall
w L T
13 0 0
11 4 0
9 4 1
11 3 1
10 4 1
8 7 0
7 8 0
6 6 1:
5 7 2
2 11 1

NESCAC
W L Pet.
5 0 1.000
5 0 1.000
4 1 .800
3 2 .600
3 2 .600
2 3 .400
2 3 .400
1 4 .200
0 5 .000
0 5 .000

Overall
W L Pet.
5 0 1.000
5 0 1.000
4 1 .800
3 2 .600
3 2 .600
2 3 .400
2 3 .400
1 4 .200
0 5 .000
0 5 .000

Field Hockey:
Standings

NESCAC
W L Pet.
Middlebury 8 1 .889
Bowdoin
7 2 .778
Williams
6 3 .667
Amherst
6 3 .667
Colby
5 4 .556
Wesleyan
4 5 .444
Conn. College 4 5 .444
Trinity
3 6 .333
Tufts
1 8 .111
Bates
1 8 .111

Pet.
1.000
.733
.679
.767
.700
.533
.467
.500
.429
.179

Overall
W L Pet.
10 4 .714
13 2 .867
10 4 .714
12 3 .800
8 7 .533
7 8 .467
7 8 .467
6 8 .429
3 10 .231
2 11 .154

[

YollevbailI:" [ESC
Standings

,&*••*•

Overall
W L ' -PctS'^'- • w
Pet.
Wesleyan
23 3 .885
9 1 .900
:
Williams
21 2 .913
8 2 .800
Amherst
22 4 .846
8 2 .800
Tufts
19 11 .633
7 3 .700
Bates
4
.600
.
21
9 .700
6
Colby
13 9 .591
6 4 .600
Trinity
12 15 .444
5 5 .500
Middlebury 3 7 .300
9 11 .450
Hamilton
8 14 .364
2 8 .200
Bowdoin
6 19 .240
1 9 .100
Conn. College 0 It) .000
0 19 .000

*****

'>

Women^s Cross Country:
id
Did hcicdmpete
this past week

' . " • : ' -

Men's Cross Country:
Did not compete this past week

Women's Rugby Wins Football Beats Bowdoin

continued from page twenty
This
was
his fourth of the season.
second half tris.
BY SHANE EARLY
Bowdoin
was able to score on their
Meanwhile, Mount Holyoke was still
Sports Editor
unable to crack the Bantam defense, as second play from scrimmage after senior
Trinity recorded their first shutout of the running back Tony Small swept through
the Bantam defense for 74-yards. TrinSetting the tone from the opening year.
ity
was ready to answer back and they
Offensively
Caesar
led
the
way
for
the
kickoff, Women's Rugby dominated
both sides of the ball on their way to a Bantams. The junior winger recorded did quickly, with a 10-play, 65-yard drive.
The drive ended with a two-yard pass
35-0 victory over Mount Holyoke. her first career hat trick, scoring one tri
"We played really well Saturday, thanks in the first half and two more in the sec- from Ward to sophomore receiver Joe
Wahl. The Polar Bears then took back the
to contributions from our rookie players, ond half.
lead when quarterback Justin Hardison
Strong
performances
were
also
turned
and we're looking forward to another
strong showing in next week's season fi- in by Eileen Garritty '02 and Johnson. hit Chris Sakelakos on a 40-yard scoring
nale," said senior co-captain Edith Garrity and Johnson each added two strike. Trinity fought right back with an
unanswered surge of scoring on conscores on the day.
Johnson.
. .
After losing the opening coin toss, the . Coming off last week's loss at the secutive drives. The Bantams marched
Lady Bantam's defense quickly shut- hands of Springfield, Trinity was able to 76 yards on 11 plays, concluding with a
refocus, significantly improving its play Pierandri.one--yard scoring run.. —
down the Mount Holyoke/attack.
Trinity then scored again, on a Ward
Trinity took the early advantage, as on the offensive side of the ball.
to
Soules connection. The Bantams went
"That's the best we've played all year,"
Johnson scored the game's first tri.
52
yards on seven plays to finish off the
said
junior
Laura
Schneider.
"We're
hopDominating the scrums and rucks,
Trinity had opened up a sizable lead at ing to carry the momentum into next first quarter leading Bowdoin 21-14.
The scoring success of the Bantams
the half. At the end of the opening week's game."
didn't
stop there and with 9:21 remainWith
the
win
Trinity
evened
its
record
frame, Trinity led 15-0,
ing
in
the second quarter, sophomore
Trinity's strong play continued into at 2-2 on the fall season. The team will
running back Tom Pierandri ran for a 10round
out
its
schedule
next
Saturday,
the second half. Led by Lilly Caesar '03,
yard touchdown.
Trinity blew the game open with four when it hosts Norwich at 11 AM.

The Polar Bears were not giving up
though and cut the lead back, to seven
. points after a six yard run by running
back Mike Taylor.
In the final minute, Ward scored
Trinity's fifth touchdown of the first half
on a one-yard dive.
.
The Bantams came out strong after
half time. Whipple's interception return
gave the Bantamsa40-211ead. Bowdoin
then closed to within 12 points, after a
15-yard touchdown pass from Hardison
to Mark Drauschke.
Junior kicker Skip Sulliyaii tried to
bring Trinity back to a level of comfort
with a 25-yard field goal, but-Bbwdoin
responded with another touchdown, as
Hardisorahit Jason-RawltasfroiSVS yards
out. However, Bowdoin still needed to
score two more times within 9:06 to tie
the score. Pierandri extinguished all
hopes of a Polar Bear comeback after
scoring his third touchdown with 7:52
remaining on the clock.
The Bantams will next travel to
Middlebury this week for a showdown
with their NESCAC rivals.

.s
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Women's Soccer Falls
in NESCAC Tournament
The game was scoreless in the first half
and almost all of the second until freshSports Writer
man forward Nicole Mauger scored for
Trinity at the 81:44 mark. Middlebury
Women's soccer scored a 2-1 victory scored two minutes later, tying the game
over the Wesleyan University Cardinals. with a penalty kick.
Shields had 12 saves and there were 17
Sophomore forward Kate Salottolo made
the game-winning strike in the 63rd total goal attempts. The result of the
minute. The win brought the Bantams, Middlebury game on Saturday set up a
overall record to 7-6 and 3-5 in the first round rematch between Trinity and
NESCAC. Wesleyan fell to 2-10-1 over- Middlebury. Trinity, seeded number
seven in a seven-team field, would play
all and 1-7 in the league.
Trinity played well in the first half, Middlebury on Sunday at Bates.
taking the lead in the 24th minute.
Middlebury, entered the tournament
Salottolo out raced the Wesleyan as the number two seed in the NESCAC
sweeper on the left flank and played the tournament while Trinity was seeded
ball into the top of the box. Courtney seventh. Middlebury got all of its offenDoyle, also a sophomore, kicked the ball sive output in the first half from the foot
past the reach of the Wesleyan goalie to of junior Meg Bonney. The Panthers
tie the game.
scored early, when in the fifteenth
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KATHRYN YOUNCBERG

Trinity missed several scoring opportunities, including
a missed penalty kick in the first half, and chances
late in the game.
Wesleyan scored in the 29th minute
before freshman midfielder Leah Felis
fed Salottolo the game-winning goal.
Freshman Brenna Shields had 5 saves
and the team together made 25 goal attempts.
On Saturday, Trinity lost to the
Middlebury College Panthers in overtime. Junior midfielder Anna Gayman
scored the game-winning goal 6:57 into
overtime for Middlebury to make the final score 2-1. Trinity finished its regular
season with a 7-7 overall record and a 36 record in NESCAC. Middlebury,
ranked number 7 in New England, finishes its regular season at 10-4 for an

minute, Bonney netted a ball that had
caromed off of the crossbar. Bonney
added to the Middlebury lead when she
scored on a shot from ten yards out that
just got over the head of Shields.
The Bantams managed to bring the
game within a goal when freshman
Nicole Mauger scored off ah assist from
Salottolo in the 72nd minute. The Bantams could get no closer to the Panthers,
who with the win advanced in the tournament.
Trinity missed several scoring opportunities, including a missed penalty kick
in the first half, and chances late in the
game. The Bantams finish the season

SHANE EARLY

The Intramural Insider scours the campus each week to find
the true Trinity athletes, the warriors of intramural sports. This
week the Intramural Insider ran into Dan Gyllstrom '04.

Intramural Insider: "Gyllieglad see your

showin'offa littleBeantown pride, but word is
you and the boys on your softball team got about
as much chance of taking home a title asColin
Wilson-Murphy 04 has oftakin' home a girl on
a Friday n igh t?
Dan Gyllstrom '04: "What are you kiddin'me?
Son, you obviously don't know my boy Colin. I
mean theDevil Rays got a better chance of
winnin'the series next week than Colin has of
takin' a girl home."

Women for Hire
Career Fair

toundtable Lunch Series

Legal Careers
An opportunity to find out about a
career "in the practice of law.

Come meet

JimLoughlin '87
attorney with
Loughlin, Henrici, Molioy, Rizzo PC.

Mondays Oct. 29,2001
.11:00 AM to 1:30 PM

MEET DIRECTLY WITH
RECRUITERS FROM LEADING
COMPANIES.
It's a terrific opportunity to launch or
advance your professional career!

Free Resume Critiquing
Career Services Office
Teleconferencing Room

Career coaches will be on hand to offer
free, bne-on-one advice and resume
critiquing. Learn more at
www.womenforhire.com

SPACE IS LIMITED TO
THE FIRST 15
RESPONDENTS!

when and where:
Tuesday, October 30, 2001
Swissotel, Grand Ballroom
One Avenue de Lafayette
Boston, MA • 10 am to 4 pm

Don't miss this opportunity!
Please RSVP to ..Ellen Gagnon at:
ellen.gagnon@trincoil.edu or ext. 2082

REPLY NOW!

CR

Pre-Registratlon , ,
• Bring plenty of resumes.
Business attire is required.

C R
B S
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Women's Field Hockey
Finishes Season at6-8

PACE 19

Men's Soccer Drops Two
Bantams May have Lost a Shot at the NESCAC Tournament

Bantams Fall to Middlebury in Season Finale
BY PATRICK

to wait for the results of other
BY ALICE ROBINSON
NESCAC
teams and hope that
Sports Writer
the numbers would fall in favor
of them.
The week started off as one
After the loss to the Cardifilled with anticipation, ner- nals, the Bantams needed to tie
vousness, and hope for the Middlebury over Homecoming
Women's Field Hockey team. weekend to have any chance to
This week would determine qualify for post season compewhether the women would be tition.
partaking in postseason action
Again the Bantams were kept
or not.
scoreless as the Middlebury
After the success of their sea- Panthers pounced on them and
son and vast improvement their postseason tournament

MARINARO

Sports Editor

The woes of the men's soccer
team continued this past week
with back to back losses at sixth
place Wesleyan and then to second place Middlebury at home
on Homecoming weekend.
The combination of losses
drops Trinity's record to 6-6
overall, but more importantly
3-5 in NESCAC competition.
The Bantams late season slide
has now reached three consecuTrinity improved their record greatly from
tive contests.
The defeats have a more farlast season thanks to the help of new Head
reaching effect as well, as they
Coach Anne Parmenter.
have effectively ended Trinity's
chances of earning a postseason
birth in the NESCAC Tournasince last fall, being a;part of the chances. -. •. . . >
ment, The tournament, which
NESCAC tournament would be
M i d d l e b u r y w a l k e d away gets underway o n October 28,
frosting on the cake for the field from the game winning 2-0 and takes t h e top seven teams in
hockey team.
finishing their regular season at NESCAC play
Their first NESCAC rival was 10-4 a n d 8-1 i n t h e league.
The Bantams are currently in
Wesleyan, who they took on Middlebury, ranked number 11 eighth place, with little hope of
in the nation, will be entering climbing out of that position
. this past Wednesday.
While a berth in the the NESCAC C h a m p i o n s h i p before tournament time.
NESCAC tournament de- Tournament as the number one
Trinity must defeat Amherst
pended upon a victory, the Ban- seed. Trinity improved their this week and hope that Bates
tams were handed a 2-0 loss • record greatly from last season .loses twice for them to get a
after host Wesleyan was able to thanks to the help of new Head berth.
shut down the Trinity offense, Coach Anne Parmeriter; ' '
If the Bantams lose, they are
and senior goalkeeper Jessica . The women finished up their automatically eliminated.
Martin came away with four season at 6-8 overall and 3-6 in
The Bantams began the week
saves for'Trinity. This loss kept, the NESCAC,
traveling to Wesleyan. Playing
the Bantams away from the posMartin finished her career at w i t h o u t injured co-captains
sibility of clinching a spot inthe Trinity with the second-highest Morgan Sandell 03 and Peter
save, total in the history of the Zogpi '03, the Bantams were aj
imSBlSSI...
The women would now have' * College witrT529. ' " " a disadvantage.

Trinity fell to Wesleyan 2-0 in
a game marred by fouls. The
Bantams committed 23 fouls
compared to the Cardinals nine.
The Cardinals took advantage of the circumstances early
by scoring the first goal just two
minutes into the contest.
Wesleyan forward R.T. Treveloni
scored his first of two goals
when he knocked in a ball that
had deflected off of Trinity
midfielder Tim Cross '04.
Treveloni scored again midway through the second half
when he touched in a ball of

The Bantams are currently in eighth
place, with little hope of climbing out of
that position before tournament time.
the loss, as Burns had four saves
in goal. Brian Hamm of
Middlebury had one save in the
shutout.
Over the past week Trinity
has self destructed. A team that
seemed to be a lock for
postseason play, is now almost
guaranteed to miss postseason
action.
The situation has only been
exacerbated by the injuries to
the teams two captains. Their
leadership and playmaking
ability has been sorely missed.
The Bantams end the regular
season this week at Clark on
Wednesday and in NESCAC ac_t lion at home on Saturday versus
While Trinity possessed the Amherst.

consecutive passes from teammates Bobby G u a d a g n o a n d
Chris Feige.
The Bantams were outshot
20-11 in the contest. Trinity
goalies Michael Doherty ' 0 4
and Jamie Burns '05 had three
and four saves respectively.
Meanwhile, Dan Penrod of
Wesleyan made six saves in the
shutout.
The Bantams continued there
troubled play on Homecoming
Saturday against Middlebury,
falling 5-0.
The Panthers took advantage
of their opportunities consistently throughout the course of

SIDE ORDERS

CHtESE PIZZA

WINGS (MM, Mot)
(10)
MOZMRELtA STICKS
(8>
CHtCKEN. fINCHES
(10)
GARUC BREAD WITH CHf-tSl fts-i

14" Medium $8,50
18" Large $10,50
Additional Toppings: S.75onrneci. $1.00 on large
bacon

poppers

~1J±§ I I

eggplant

broccoli

tjathe
ogives
ncotia

isiusfvooms
peppers
lon»a',O88 .

H O U S E SPECIAL . . . . MED SM.S0 . tARQE S1S.-00
. moatbal), pcpperwii. nsushroom, onions,

"GRINDERS'

498B fARMINGTON AVENUE • HARWORD

C.H*M
.$4.25 .
$4-25
. S4.25
. $4.25
S4 SS

ROAST R « f
1UHA
COMBO (? KiM-; a< above)
I.GCPIANT PARMICIAttft
CHICKtN PAXMIGIANA. .
CHICKEN CilTtiT '
I WAI
'
VIM. CUJUT
MEATBALLS ."
SftltSAGt . . , ,
8.L.T. . , . . ,
VEG&II/CHttSE
ITAISAN

. sa.50

.S-1.25

itlftKTir

S.60

CITY P1ZEA. SPECIALTIES

g
* • 4 WQti RS NOTICE PI.IASKI

HAM

. . . . IS.2S
S5.8S

CHIPS

$15.00

COOKED SA&MI*
PASfRAMI

ball for most of the game,
Middlebury was able to win
head balls, capitalize off of set
plays, and put balls in net from
inside the box.
Middlebury forward Kyle
Dezotell scored two goals, while
midfielder Andrew Stewart had
three assists to lead the Panthers.
The Bantams were just not
able togetanythinggoingoffensively, as they consistently
missed on scoring opportunities.
Trinity was outshot 12-8 in

$4 £5
$4.H
M.R0
$•$ 25

$.4 SO
, Y> .59
,$>S 58
,$4.50 .

. $4.50
, .$4,25

S8.S0
. $8.SO

, ia.se
.. $8 M
$9-08
58.00
SSOO
$9.00
$8.S0
Sft.SO'
$9,98

SB as

Ham, iwrNoy, choose, tafiuee. iorMteos,
{ j r W pOpfl#fS ftnif oli'-OS

ANTIPASTO
Salami, popperem!, eiiwsw. muaNeems, „_,
wcwftijsre. olww, <$rmn poppers ana mw®.
fUNASALAD
Tufa, lstta», «f)O0w,tomato©*,$)iv*8 and feiMntare.
GREIKSA1AD
* 5 - 98
ma «(»»»,teituco,tomatoes, §ro«rs poppm,
ouwmfeea a«f oHves.
TQSSEI&SALAD ,
..$Sis
mm, Creamy ftalton. Fjehefh, Bit» ctesse. Ranch
THpywnd tatand, and u*« v«^f>.

basted IB i5»*(o sauce

SHRIMP riSTO

MEO *11 as . iARQE sum

Ff«»h»i*O3r3!«ffiHa. shrimp and slte*«Uoma'«os,
feasted in Pesio s a y » ,

FREE DELIVERY

WHITE ClAM
MEO SB 95 .. LftRSE SI0.95
Bal»y d3.»s, fomnno cneosn, garitc, parsley, wogano

With S7.00 Minimum Purchase

&iia (I'.ii'o oil.

R A N C H C H I C K E N . . M E 0 S t i . 2 $ . tARfiE S13.0S
Fresh MoraareUa. ftosh eKttKen, garlic, onjane,
iioniatoes, teastesf in rarasti tifcssing.

Zfa 1%mt &'ma (or Zhe fast
I COMBO SPECIAL
,
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|
^EtfwSad'a

I
•
'
|
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j
'
1

OIT « FEEE *
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ihmmVizm
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mx mm. >mK mm mm (m ^
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$9 SO
Ml.SO

$e§o
. $4.99

236-2616

CH1CICEN P I S T O
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. . . . . . . . . . MED SH.25 , LARGE 413.95

SrAGiiOTt OU im WITH SAUCE
SPAGHETTI O^ftm .WITH Mt-ATRALtS
SWfiHETtl Oft »tl_WtTH SAOSAfit

£OCI>LANT>AltMICfANAWITH PASfA
CHtCKCNfARMICUNtfV WJTH PASTA
VEAi PAJWWIGtANA WHM PASTA

S8.25
%7M
, S?,«5

$?M
I7.9S
ST.9S

*m <mat Km »m tm mm mm
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CMKSE RAVIOLI

1 BAG O? CB»S k \
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Volleyball Struggles; Football Blows Out Bowdoin
Loses Three of Four
BY SIMON SAICHEK

* Sports Writer

Every team hits rocky
patches. It is the response to
those trials that define the character of a team. The Bantam volleyball team hit a low point this
week but their response shows
promise of greater things to
come.
The week began on Tuesday
for Trinity with a match-up
against Eastern Connecticut.
The Bantams played subpar volleyball the entire way, losing the
match in four sets 26-30,26-30,
39-37,20-30.
This match marked perhaps
the lowest point for the Bantams
this year as they lost their third
in a row and their fifth in their
last six.
One bright spot for the Lady
Bantams was the play of sophomore middle blocker Carolyn
Walker. Walker had 10 digs, 15
kills, and six blocks on the day.
Katherine Hunter '05 also
played well adding 15 digs and
13 kills.
ene •dbytheffeyoTherteam

which she holds to higher standards.
Coming off the loss, Trinity
participated in the Coast Guard
Classic Tournament.
The Bantams first squared off
against
NESCAC
rival
Wesleyan. The Cardinals had
decimated the Bantams the previous weekend by defeating
them in straight games.
The Bantams showed signs of
a comeback, losing in four hardfought games, 27-30,30-27,2931,27-30.

While it was a positive step
for Trinity it wasn't a breakthrough win like they have
been needing. The Bantams
have consistently fought all season, but have come up short
when facing quality opponents.
Trinity took another step
back with a loss to Roger Williams. The ladies came out of the
gate strong with a 30-27 win,
but soon let control of the
match slip away.
The Bantams would lose the
following three games 14-30,1930,18-30, giving Roger Williams the win.
The Bantams took on tourna,ment host Coast Guard in their
final match of the tournament.
Trinity once again looked as
sharp as ever, getting revenge
against a Coast Guard team
which had handed the Bantams
their first loss of the season.
R15H1POPAT
Trinity Football huddles together prior to their game against Bowdoin
The Bantams won in four
pressure on Bowdoin, both on
Meanwhile, sophomore Tom
games 30-15, 30-25, 27-30, 31BY ALICE ROBINSON
the ground and through the air Pierandri balanced Ward's
29.
Sports Writer
as the Bantams tallied 542 yards aerial barrage with consistant
This outcome sent the Banof total offense, their highest to- running. Pierandri carried 27
tams home reasonably happy
times on the day for a career
It was an impressive day at tal of the season.
with their performance, regardhigh. 186 yards and two touchJlncs r>f it
chet
junior quarterback Greg Ward, downs.
tournament.
y y
While the defensive perforThe Bantams finished a 1-3 tarns took the field against who had perhaps his most comweek on.a high note, with their NESCAC rival the Bowdoin Po- plete passing game as a Bantam. mance was less than stellar, it
only win. Their play through- lar Bears in front of 7,456 fans. Ward made smart decisions was highlighted by the play o£
out the week mirrored that of
Weather was ideal, the stands throughout the day, whicjj was- •two of its defejasuwfbacks.
the season.
were filled with excited fans, the prime reason foTtlTe offen- Sophomore Andrew Whipple
The next week promises and our football team won their sive output. Ward completed 29 returned his first career intertough competition for the Ban- third game this season 50-34, of 47 passes for 352 yards and ception 37 yards for a touchtams as they square off Tuesday Trinity's highest point total two touchdowns. He also ran down and also had five tackles
on the day.
against Western Connecticut in since a 55-30 win over Tufts in for another score.
Freshman wide receiver Brad
Senior Steve Cella added to his
their final home game.
1993. This win improves
They will then take the week- Trinity's record 3-2 and keeps Soules hauled in nine of Ward's personal accomplishments
end off before entering into the Polar Bears with a losing passes for 113 yards and a touch- when, he intercepted a pass,
down. Fellow freshman receiver breaking the College's all-time
their final week of play, which record of 1-4,
,
will begin next Tuesday against
The Trinity offense was unre- Drew Finkleday managed to record with 18 interceptions.
see FOOTBALL on page 17
King's Point- .
lenting as they continually put pull in six catches for 116 yards.

;

Women's Tennis Finishes 4th at New Englands
points for Trinity this weekend;
Huebner was successful in
Sports Writer
three out of her four singles,
with each of the wins coming in
The Trinity Women's Tennis straight sets. Her only loss came
team put an exclamation mark at the hands of eventual champion Jasmine Bradley of Willon their fall season.
The team finished fourth at iams in the semifinals.
this past weekend's New EnHuebner also joined with
gland Division III Intercolle- Diana Goldman '04 to win two
giate
Women's
Tennis out of three doubles matches,
Championships held at which was also good enough to
Amherst College. '
reach the semifinals.
Amherst finished first at the
Sargeant, the number 2 seed
tournament earning 43 points,, in the number 4 singles flight,
followed by Williams (41 breezed through her first two
points), Tufts (26.5 points), and matches in straight sets, before
the fourth place Bantams (19 losing to Wallis Molchen, the
points).
eventual champion from
Thirteen of Trinity's points Bowdoin.
were earned from singles
Dreyfus, unseeded in the
matches and six points by number 3 singles flight, out. means of doubles points.
played her first three opponents,
Diana Dreyfus '05, co-captain defeating them all in straight ,
Courtney Sargeant '03, and sets, before losing her semifinal
Karen Huebner '03 all managed match to the eventual chamto reach the semifinals in pion from Amherst, Rachel
;
singles play.
Holt.
.
Huebner proved to be a valuHead Coach Wendy Bartlett
able asset, earning the most seemed pleased with the team's
BY JAYME DORR

showing this weekend.
"I think we played well. We
definitely accomplished our
goal of finishing fourth, although we thought we had a
chance to sneak by Tufts (No.
3)."
Trinity now looks forward to
the spring season when it picks
up play in March at Hilton
Head.SG
The Bantams will play another full NESCAC schedule,
preparing them for the
NESCAC championships in
late April.
"*
Bartlett and her players feel
that they are well on their way
to making a return trip to the
NCAA tournament in May.
"Now we have the whole winter to prepare. I think how well
we played this fall will hopefully carry over into our spring
season," said Huebner. "We got
our toughest matches out of the
way already and expect to roll
right through our schedule,
starting with our matches at
Hilton Head."

Mimi Krueger '04 prepares to serve the ball

